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From the Editors 

Facing the Challenge 

"The University seems to have a penchant for anniversaries in the midst of war," wrote AUB President Stephen B.L. Penrose, Jr. on the 

occasion of AUB's 75th anniversary during World War II in 1941. In its 140th anniversary year, the University once again faced a crisis 

during the July war in 2006. 

Many of the challenges of the war-fuel shortages, electricity rationing, and student attrition-were all too familiar. But what may be 

most extraordinary, and yet typical of AUB, is that during a time of crisis the University did not simply focus internally on its own needs. 

Both during and since the war, AUB has pooled the good will of volunteers and the University's expertise in medicine, health sciences, 

agriculture, architecture, engineering, and more to rebuild Lebanese communities and respond to their needs. 

This issue focuses on AUB's outreach efforts, the effect of the crisis on the campus, and student and faculty perspectives on the war. 

We'll include news on outreach and reconstruction efforts in future issues as well, both from campus and from alumni worldwide who 

continue to be very active in their support of AUB and Lebanon. 

The events of the summer forced us to cancel the summer issue of MainGate. Several of the features from that issue are now on 

MainGate on-line at http://wwwlb.aub.edu.lb/-webmgate/ . In the on-line fall issue, you 'll find articles on the Energy Research Group, 

which is working to address the region's energy woes; on Engineering Sustainable Development, which examines how reusing urban 

wastewater can help boost rural agricultural production; and on e-Europe Ahead, a project that is developing graduate IT curricula for 

both AUB and the region. 

Thanks to the many readers who have already responded to the on-line MainGate survey. We look forward to more feedback! 

Ada H. Porter and Ibrahim Khoury 

Coeditors, MainGate 

maingate@aub.edu.lb 

To The Editors 

On "The Italian Attack On Beirut, Part 1 of 4" 
(MainGate, Winter 2006, Vol. IV, No. 2) 
Dear Editors: 

I read the "The Italian Attack" with great interest. When I was 

growing up my father told me about the 1912 naval attack. 

He was a pupil at a grade school in Ras Beirut. After the 

bombardment started the teachers ushered the students into 

the school's main hall and everybody started pleading to God to 

destroy the attackers while the bombs were exploding outside. 

It was a terrifying experience for him and a mystery for me. 

Howard Bliss' article is an eyewitness account and a historical 

masterpiece of the incident, and I have never seen anything like 

it before. Many thanks for publishing the article. I look forward 

to reading the remaining parts. 

Ahmad H. Shatila BS '65, MD '70 

Cleveland , Ohio 

On "Recently Published" 
(MainGate, Winter 2006, Vol. IV, No. 2) 
Dear Editors: 

As a result of the article in the winter issue on my book, 

II Ma 1nGate Fall 2006 

Crossing Boundaries-Beirut and Beyond, I have been receiving 

daily e-mails from people I haven't heard from in 40 years! It is 

exhilarating to reconnect with those I had a special friendship 

with during those wonderful Beirut years. 

Rosa La Sorte Rich 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Dear Editors: 

I enjoy keeping up with news of AUB and the Beirut community, 

but being among the greyed (not just greying) generation, please 

send along a reader to handle the six- and eight-point type

especially when printed on grey, green, or blue backgrounds. 

PS- Twelve-point type is readable without glasses. 

Tedford Lewis 

Webster Groves, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Lewis: 

We 're sorry you find it difficult to read MainGate. We are 

continuing to look for ways to make it easier to read some 

of the smaller print. Until then, we are sending along a 

magnifying glass that we hope will make things a bit easier! 

-The Editors 



Dear Editors: 

I find your quarterly magazine refreshing. As I read each 

issue, I find myself flying back in time, dreaming of the good 

old days at AUB, the dorms, the clubs, West Hall , and the 

Campus Committee (I was editor in-chie~. and remembering 

great moments of joy, pain, and success. Your magazine is 

beautifully written and provides that little bit of inspiration that I 

need every now and then. Thank you! 

Elias Nohad EI-Chemali (CCE '98) 

Zouk Mosbeh, Lebanon 

MainGate, Winter 2005 Vol. Ill, No. 2 
Dear Editors: 

A friend has recently given me several back issues of MainGate 

and I am enjoying reading them. The Winter 2005 issue 

especially interested me because of its articles on nursing and 

the mention of the Mary Bliss Dale Home for Nurses. I am 

currently researching the Reverend Doctors Henry H. Jessup and 

Samuel Jessup, brothers, in preparation for my new book and 

it was in so doing that I came across a letter written by Samuel 

Jessup to Oscar J. Hardin. In the letter, Samuel describes the 

wedding of Mary Bliss to Gerald F. Dale. 

With best wishes, 

Aileen Sallom Freeman 

We thank Aileen Sal/om Freeman for sharing a part of this 

wonderful description with us ... The Editors 

Errata 

"Exploring Tripoli," MainGate Spring 2006, page 14: 

The "Rachid Karami Fairgrounds" should read the 

"Rachid Karami International Expo" of the "Rachid 

Karami International Fair." The name of the architect is 

Oscar Nieymeyer. 

Recently Published, MainGate Winter 2006, page 11 : 

Rob McKenzie, author of Comparing Media from 

Around the World, is a Professor at East Stroudsburg 

University of Pennsylvania, not at the University of 

Pennsylvania. 

Classnotes, MainGate Spring 2006, page 50: 

Father Elias Nassar (BE '83) was elected Archbishop 

of the Maronite Archdiocese of Saida. Father Nassar 

was elected by the Council of Bishops of the Maronite 

Church headed by Maronite Patriarch Mar Nassrallah 

Butrus Sfeir. 

To the Editors 

April 19, 1879 

Samuel Jessup to Oscar J. Hardin , on the wedding of Mary 

Bliss to Gerald F. Dale. 

It reads in part: 

The invitations in Beirut were out for 8 o'clock precisely. 

Dr. and Mrs. Bliss stood opposite the entrance in 

the court to receive the guests. The whole large court 

was carpeted with beautiful rugs & carpets loaned for the 

occasion.Over the entrance (the door out of which the 

newly married pair were to leave the house) was an immense 

horseshoe in guilt. Over the parlor door (where the party were 

waiting for the time of the ceremony) was a large guilt shield 7 

feet long, covered all but the border with evergreen & worked 

on the evergreen was the monogram of the bride & groom 

"MG." The "M" was made of white roses and the "G" of double 

red geraniums & it was so large & so well done as to be 

exceeding effective. (After the ceremony), tea was served with 

cake, a little later lemonade, a little after came strawberries & 

ice cream & cake. 

After a while Dr. Post called the people to order and said 

he did not believe in prying into family secrets, but (holding 

up a sealed tin) he said, "Here is one 23 years old & no one 

has seen it for that long. It is Mrs. Bliss ' wedding cake" & c. 

& c. He then opened it with a tin opener & took out the loaf 

of black cake which was sealed up 23 years before & Mrs. 

Bliss cut it before the company & invited all to partake. Dr. 

Post said he advised people to be satisfied with the sight, for 

it appeared to be perfect. However every one wished to taste 

& so they did, but a very little satisfied. It tasted like "brandy 

cheese". If it had been put in hot from the oven & instantly 

sealed doubtless it would have kept well for eating. It was 

remarkably preserved as it was. 

( More On-line ~tJ 
Read about the wedding dress, the guests (a who's who in 
AUB history) and the bride's cavalier send-off to Zahleh in 
MainGate on-line. 
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AUB News 

Graduation 2006: 48,000 alumni worldwide, 1,804 stronger! 

Medical graduates pose for faculty picture 

AUB held its 1371h commencement 

exercises on Saturday, June 24, 

graduating 1 ,804 students from six 

faculties. In a break from tradition, the 

ceremony took place in the nearby 

BIEL Conference Center instead of the 

Green Field, which is currently closed 

due to the construction related to two 

new buildings on lower campus. 

This year's keynote speaker, Dr. 

Rima Khalaf, is an AUB alumnus and 

member of the Board of Trustees. She 

has held a number of high-ranking 

positions in the Jordanian government, 

where she pushed for economic 

2006 Penrose Awards 
Granted to each faculty's most 

outstanding graduate on the basis of 

scholarship, character, leadership, and 

contribution to university life. 

Joumanna Ramzi Nasr, Faculty of Arts 

and Sciences (Economics); 

II MainGate Fall 2006 

reform, poverty alleviation, and the 

establishment of a stronger social 

safety net for the Jordanian people. 

In his introductory remarks, President 

Waterbury noted that until just a few 

months ago, Dr. Khalaf was assistant 

secretary general and director of the 

Regional Bureau for Arab States of the 

UNDP. "From that position, she led 

the team effort to produce the path

breaking editions of the Arab Human 

Development Report, " he said. 

Khalaf encouraged students 

to uphold values, stick with their 

convictions, and push for human 

Karim Abdul-Karim Karami, Suliman S. 

Olayan School of Business (Accounting); 

Soha Rabih Frem, Faculty of Agricultural 

and Food Sciences (Landscape Design); 

Rani Hani Daher, Faculty of Engineering 

and Architecture (Computer and 

rights and tolerance to make the 

world a better place. "As tomorrow's 

entrepreneurs, scholars, and 

professionals, if you want to live in a 

just, accountable, and thriving society, 

you will have to make yourselves 

felt and heard against the wind," 

she commented. "The values you 

developed at AUB will be your anchor 

in this storm and by holding fast to 

them you will change society around 

you for the better." 

AUB medical student Mohammed 

Elfakhani, speaking on behalf of his 

graduating class, added: "Here, at 

AUB, we are taught that dreams 

are not to be put on the shelf. They 

are not to be put off or destroyed," 

Referring to Greek mythology, Elfakhani 

spoke of the heroic ideal of exhibiting 

extraordinary courage in the face of 

adversity to be considered heroes, 

he concluded. "Overcoming the 

challenges and obstacles we will face 

will be key to our becoming heroes and 

thus living out our dreams," he said. 

( More On-line ttJ 
Find additional photos and transcripts of 
President Waterbury's opening remarks, 
keynote speech by Dr Rima Khalaf, and 
Mohammed Elfakhani's speech on-line. 

Communication Engineering); 

Rima Antoine Habre, Faculty of Health 

Sciences (Environmental Health; Abdel 

Latif Mohammad Moghrabi Marini, Faculty 

of Medicine (Nursing); Samar Naji Malaeb, 

Faculty of Medicine (Doctor of Medicine). 



2006 Honorary Doctorates 

Nasser AI Kharafi Robert Fisk 

On June 24, 2006, AUB awarded 

five honorary doctoral degrees on the 

occasion of its 13 7th Commencement 

Exercises at Assembly Hall. 

Each year we celebrate the 

achievements of remarkable individuals 

who have, in the full sense of the word, 

made a difference. Each year in the midst 

of ongoing uncertainties in this region 

and in this country, we remind ourselves 

of the big picture and the long view. 

Anyone associated with an institution 

with 140 years of history cannot afford to 

be short sighted. Our honorees remind 

us of lasting values, human will, the 

rewards of perseverance, and perhaps 

above all, the virtue of patience coupled 

with determination. They teach us how to 

keep moving when the ground is shaking 

beneath our feet. 

President John Waterbury 

Nasser Al Kharafi 
Nasser AI Kharafi, president of the 

widely diversified Kuwaiti business 

conglomerate M.A. Kharafi Group, has 

been credited with developing a liberal 

investment plan for opening strategic 

sectors in the region. The company 

pioneered BOT (build, operate, transfer) 

construction projects throughout the 

region and is renowned for the variety of 

its many subsidiaries. 

Zaha Hadid Said Khoury 

Robert Fisk 
Robert Fisk, internationally renowned 

journalist. Beirut resident. and long-time 

chronicler of events in Lebanon and 

the Middle East, is the Middle East cor

respondent for the British newspaper 

The Independent. Fisk covered the 1979 

Iranian revolution , the 1980-1988 Iran

Iraq war, the 1991 Persian Gulf War, and 

was one of two Western journalists to 

stay in Beirut during the Lebanese civil 

war. He is the author of Pity the Nation , a 

record of the civil war and Israeli invasion 

of Lebanon. His most recent book, The 

Great War for Civilization: the Conquest 

of the Middle East (2005), is available in 

French, English, and Arabic. 

Zaha Hadid 
Zaha Hadid 's design projects are at the 

cutting edge of architectural innova-

tion throughout the world. In 2004 the 

world-famous architect became the only 

woman to receive the prestigious archi

tecture award, the Pritzker Prize. Hadid 

is the winner of the competition for the 

lssam Fares Institute for Public Policy 

and International Affairs to be built on the 

AUB campus. She was featured in an 

exhibition at the Guggenheim Museum 

in New York City that ran through 

October 25, 2006. 

AUB News 

Muhammad Yunis 

Said Khoury 
Former AUB student Said Khoury, 

president of the Athens-based 

Consolidated Contractors Company 

(CCC), founded the construction 

company in Beirut in the early 1950s 

with his cousin Hasib Sabbagh (BE 

'41). Doctorate of Humane Letters '03). 

Known for developing the CCC fami ly's 

corporate culture in hugely successful 

construction projects throughout the 

region , he is also a significant supporter 

of philanthropic endeavors in the 

Palestinian territories and elsewhere. 

Muhammad Yunus 
Muhammad Yunus, the recipient of 

the 2006 Nobel Peace Prize is the 

Bangladeshi founder of the microcredit 

institution, Grameen Bank. The bank, 

created to provide small loans to the 

poor, has brought economic relief and 

dignity to millions of impoverished 

people from Asia to South Africa to 

North America. The Grameen Bank was 

inaugurated in Bangladesh in 1976; 

recently, the Grameen Foundation 

opened a branch in Beirut. 

( More On-line ~t-J 
View transcripts and photos of the 
honorary degree ceremony. 
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AUB News 

Thinking Globally, Acting Locally 

Members of the essay committee and Associate Dean EIFakhani with essay writers at the Suliman S. Olayan 
School of Business 

When in the spring of 2006 Coca-Cola 

announced a $2 million gift to endow 

the Coca-Cola Chair in Marketing at the 

Suliman 5 . Olayan School of Business 

(OSB) they probably weren't expecting 

AUB students to come back to them with 

advice on how to gear their branding and 

marketing campaign. This is, after all, 

the company that Business Week cites 

as one of the most recognizable global 

product brands year after year. But 

now, the company with the red swish, 

which knows a little bit about branding 

and marketing, is giving AUB students 

access to a top-notch education in the 

very field in which they excel. 

Coca-Cola has been a generous 

scholarship supporter at AUB for many 

years, and now, a new gift from the Coca

Cola Foundation will endow an academic 

chair, strengthen academic programs, 

and promote the study of marketing 

through teaching, research, and service. 

An endowed chair will also enable OSB 

to launch new marketing-related activities. 

President Waterbury commented , "AUB 

is fortunate to be the beneficiary of this 

splendid example of support for business 

II Ma i nGate Fall 2006 

education. Coca-Cola's gift to AUB will 

enable us to enhance, at a senior level, 

the already significant faculty strength of 

the Olayan School of Business." 

AUB and Coca-Cola kicked off the 

first of their co-sponsored activities thi c: 

spring with an essay contest on corpc

rate social responsibility. AU8 studen s 

jumped at the opportunity to offer the 

company some marketing advice. The 

competition, open to all AUB :>tudents , 

challenged them to answer the following 

question: "In what way can ~oca-Cola, 

through the use of cause-rE lated mar

keting and/or community partnerships, 

utilize the power of its brand to demon

strate its commitment to the Lebanese 

society?" The essay contest followed a 

seminar on corporate social responsibility 

where experts from both the academic 

and corporate arena presented an over

view of the topic, using Coca-Cola's 

commitment to education globally, 

regionally, and locally as a case study. 

Students had plenty of ideas of 

how Coca-Cola could demonstrate its 

commitment to Lebanon, but the win

ning essayists, Chirine Chehab and Maya 

ltani , had one recommendation in com

mon: get involved through education. 

Chehab began by citing other success

fu l Coca-Cola educational programs, 

including "Adopt-A-School Pakistan" 

and "Fostering Community Learning 

in Indonesia. " In her mind, depleted 

and insufficient educational resources 

in Lebanese public schools provide an 

opportunity for the company to benefit 

the entire Lebanese society by funding 

primary education. In her essay, ltani 

proposed new scholarship programs for 

university students-but with a twist. 

Why not "base the selection of scholar

ship recipients not only on academic 

excellence, but also on the student's 

community service or other activities that 

prove the student's commitment to the 

community?" she queried. She also pro

posed that Coca-Cola forge partnerships 

with local NGOs to help primary and sec

ondary schools, pursue a cause-related 

marketing strategy to raise money for 

the Children 's Cancer Center of Lebanon 

at the AUB Medical Center, or take an 

environmental approach to encourage 

recycling-either by donating recycling 

bins, or by teaching students the value of 

recycling. 

With the new Coca-Cola Chair 

in Marketing at the Suliman 

5. Olayan School of Business, 

students learn to apply interna

tional branding and marketing 

techniques at a local level 

Encouraging students to think "out

side the box" at AUB while sponsoring 

seminars, conferences, or essay contests 

is just one of the company's initiatives. 



Reception at OSB 

The Coca-Cola Foundation supports 

programs that improve quality of life in 

the community and increase educational 

opportunities. Coca-Cola Middle East is 

involved in several projects in the region, 

including Jordan's School.com Project, a 

long-term initiative to equip schools with 

computer systems and provide teachers 

with training. The company also founded 

AUB News 

the Hospital Libraries Initiative, which plac

es libraries in the pediatric wings of hospi

tals in the Middle East and has opened 15 

libraries in Lebanon alone. With their gift 

to OSB, Coca-Cola is again demonstrat

ing its commitment to quality education in 

the region and its long-term dedication to 

the development of future business talent 

in the Arab world. 

AUB Associate Professor of Nutrition Wins Arab Prize for Research 

Omar Obeid, an associate professor 

of nutrition (FAFS). was awarded the 

2005 Abdei-Hamid Shuman Prize for 

young Arab researchers for his work in 

the medical sciences. He shared the 

prize with a professor from AI-Hashimiya 

University in Jordan. 

Six researcl:l prizes were awarded: in 

physics and geology, math and computer 

science, legal and Sharia studies, 

humanitarian studies, medical sciences, 

and engineering. The director-general of 

the Abdei-Hamid Shuman Foundation, 

Thabet Taher, has been critical of 

scientific research in the Arab world, 

noting that the total amount spent on 

scientific research by all Arab countries 

reached only $1.7 billion in 2005, a year 

in which India alone spent $20 billion on 

research! 
OmarObeid 

I Three AUB Professors Awarded Arab Fund Fellowships 

Ali Chamseddine 

Physics Professor Ali Chamseddine, 

Associate Professor Samih lsber (also 

physics) , and Biology Associate Professor 

Nadine Darwiche were each awarded 12-

month fellowships totaling approximately 

$150,000 to conduct scientific research 

abroad by the Kuwait -based Arab Fund for 

Economic and Social Development. The 

fund awarded a total of nine fellowships. 

Nadine Darwiche 

The Arab Fund Fellowships 

Program, founded in 1997, offers Arab 

PhD holders with superior academic 

records opportunities to conduct research 

and lecture at universities around the 

world to promote collaboration between 

Arab and foreign universities. Professor 

Chamseddine will work on non

communicative geometry at the Center 

Samih lsber 

for Mathematics in France; Associate 

Professor lsber will go to Tufts University 

in Boston to study the exchange coupling 

in magnetic iondoped semiconductors 

at ultra low temperatures, and Associate 

Professor Darwiche will research gene 

markers for cancer in epithelial tissues 

at the National Institutes of Health in 

Washington , DC. 
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AUB News 

058 Welcomes US Cultural Attache 
Ryan M. Gliha, cultural attache at 

the US Embassy in Beirut, gave a 

presentation last spring about the 

Fulbright Scholarship Program to the 

strategic management class at the 

Suliman S. Olayan School of Business 

(OSB). Assistant Professor Philippe 

Zgheib invited Gliha to speak about 

the prestigious Fulbright Program, 

which each year funds up to six two

year academic research scholarships 

at US graduate schools. During the 

visit Zgheib received a senior Fulbright 

award certificate for successful 

participation in academic research 

supported by a Fulbright post-doctoral 

fellowship . His business research in the 

United States concentrated on gender

sensitive issues of entrepreneurial 

autonomy comparing start-up 

businesses by women in the Arab 

world and the United States. 

Changes in Administration 

George Tomey John Bernson George Najjar 

This spring, after a 42-year career at 

AUB that included 14 years as vice 

president for Administration, George 

Tomey announced his retirement. .. only 

to be pressed into service as deputy 

president during the war this summer. 

He will remain in this position on an 

interim basis. Tomey, who proudly 

served nine of AUB's fourteen presidents, 

will always be remembered for guiding 

and protecting AUB through some of its 

most troubled years during the civil war. 
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Vice President of Finance John 

Bernson has left AUB after eight years 

to become chief financial officer and 

treasurer at Sarah Lawrence College 

outside New York City. During his 

tenure, Bernson put in place a stable 

financial management system and was 

instrumental in achieving fiscal balance 

at the University. 

Vice President/Dean George 

Najjar, who has served for five years 

as vice president for Regional External 

Zgheib (second from right) receiving the Fulbright award 

Nuhad Oaghir 

Programs (REP) and dean of the 

Olayan School of Business resigned 

from his position as Vice President 

for REP on September 30 to devote 

himself fully to the position of dean. 

After more than 44 years at 

the Facu lty of Agricultural and Food 

Sciences, Nuhad Daghir has retired 

as dean. He will serve as acting 

provost while Provost Peter Heath 

is on paid research leave during the 

fall semester. 



AUB News 

New Appointments at the University 

Hassan Diab Nahla Hwalla Rami Khoury Samer Maamari James Radulski 

Electrical Engineering Professor 

Hassan Diab has been appointed 

vice president for Regional External 

Programs (REP); Nahla Hwalla, 

chair of the Nutrition and Food 

Rush Back to Campus! 
New students flooded the campus 

on the first day of orientation week, 

September 13. 

During orientation, students meet 

their advisers and deans-and start 

to learn their way around the faculty 

buildings. They are also given an 

introduction to university life and to the 

various administrative departments they 

may encounter while at AUB, such as 

Financial Aid and Counseling Services. 

Upperclassmen act as campus tour 

Science Department, is now dean 

of the Faculty of Agricultural and 

Food Sciences; Rami Khouri has 

been named director of the lssam 

Fares Institute for Publ ic Policy and 

guides and mentors, and the 

AUB Orientation Committee 

organizes social activities for 

new students. 

In mid-September, 

1,020 sophomore students 

preregistered for classes, 

which compared favorably 

with previous years, 

according to the Admissions 

Office. The fall semester 

began September 27. 

AUB Offers EMBA to UAE Institutions 

The Suliman S. Olayan School of 

Business has signed an agreement 

with the Abu- Dhabi-based Centre of 

Excellence for Applied Research and 

Training, which offers educational 

and training programs to citizens 

and residents from the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE). According to the 

terms of the agreement, AUB will 

offer a corporate Executive Masters 

in Business Administration (EMBA) 

program to UAE institutions. 

International Affairs ; Samer Maamari 

has been named vice president for 

Facilities; and James Radulski has 

been appointed vice president for 

Human Resources. 

AUB new students orientation 

The Center of Excellence in Abu

Dhabi is part of the network of 

Higher Colleges of Technology that 

is overseen by the Ministry of Higher 

Education. The program is due to be 

launched in the fall of 2006. 
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AUB News 

Healthy Basket Back on Track 

Towards the middle of the war, the 

people at Healthy Basket (HB) real ized 

that the food rations the refugees were 

given were inadequate in terms of 

vitamins and minerals. They 

reorganized Healthy Basket and began 

to acquire, pack, and distribute fresh 

fruits and vegetables in line with WHO 

recommendations. 

They also raised 

"' money to help 

pay for the 

distribution of 

packages to 

800 displaced 

families. 

During the war, all efforts were 

focused on assisting AUB in its relief 

efforts. Today, sales in the HB shop and 

Souk El Tayyeb and basket distributions 

are improving; HB hopes to be back to 

"business as usual" by mid-fall. 

Healthy Basket, which was originally 

an AUB project, is one of the main 

stakeholders in the organic sector 

in Lebanon, specialized in the 

marketing of organic goods, both 

fresh and processed, produced locally 

according to organic certification 

standards accredited worldwide. 
Rami Zurayk checks HB donations 

Ten New Students Receive AUB Merit-Based Scholarships 

Seven hundred new AUB students 

gathered at Marquand House on 

September 20 to hear President 

Waterbury announce the names of four 

freshmen and six sophomores who 

were awarded Merit Scholarships. The 

Merit Scholarship Program originated 

in the spring of 1999, when President 

Waterbury recommended to the 

Board of Trustees that AUB provide 

ten outstanding students with tuition 

exemptions. The exemptions, which 

are granted based on merit alone, are 

granted every year until graduation 

provided the student maintains academic 

excellence. "I was pleasantly surprised," 

said Laith AI-Shawf, a sophomore who 

will be studying history. "AUB was 

always my first choice, but during the 

war, I did consider studying abroad. 

Receiving the Merit Scholarship was one 

of the reasons I decided to stay." 

Engineering co-organizes an international work
shop at AUB and Munich University of Technology 

Within the scope of the CITPER 

(the Collaborative IT Program for 

Education and Research) project and in 

collaboration with the European Union, 

faculty members and graduate students 

from the Department of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering (ECE) organized 
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and participated in an international 

workshop on information technology. 

The workshop was held at AUB from 

June 21 to 26 and at the Munich 

University of Technology (TUM) from July 

11 to 15. Approximately 40 students 

and faculty members from AUB, TUM, 

President Waterbury with eight of the 2006-07 merit scholars 

Workshop members pose in front of College Hall 



and the University of Southampton 

attended technical seminars and gave 

presentations on Smart Homes and 

related technologies such as broadband 

access, media technologies, security 

protocols, and computer applications. 

The workshop also included technical 

and management presentations by 

industry specialists from ActiveMania in 

Beirut, BMW in Munich, and Siemens in 

Munich. 

CITPER is a Joint European 

Project funded by the European 

Commission's Trans-European 

Mobility Scheme for University 

Studies (TEMPUS) program. It is a 
collaborative effort between AUB's 

ECE Department, TUM in Germany, 

the University of Southampton in the 

United Kingdom, and Siemens in 

Germany. 

FEA Dedicates Conference Room 
to Alumnus Ramiz S. Rizk (1925-92) 

In recognition of a generous gift from 

the Rizk family, Mrs. Gilberte Rizk, 

members of the Rizk family, and AUB 

representatives gathered last spring to 

unveil a plaque for the Ramiz S. Rizk (BS 

'4 7) Conference Room in the Faculty of 

Engineering and Agriculture. The late 

Ramiz S. Rizk founded and operated 

several businesses, establishing 

joint ventures and partnerships with 

telecommunication firms like GEC

Marconi and the Thomson Organization. 

Mrs. Rizk spoke of her late husband's 

pride in being an AUB graduate and 

Naming the Ragheb Alama Study Room 

Lebanese pop artist Ragheb Alama 

has made a generous donation to 

name a room in the new Suliman S. 

Olayan School of Business (OSB). 

Ragheb Alama and his brothers 

Ahmad and Hassan, visited OSB and 

enjoyed an extensive student-led tour 

of campus. Alama, who established 

the Saint Georges School in 

Haret Hreik, south of Beirut, 

is a longtime supporter of 

education. He is proud to 

be associated with AUB, 

saying , "I feel honored to 

have contributed to spreading 

education in the Arab world ." 

Star Performances Make Education Possible 

AUB News 

Workshop participants in Munich 

stressed the importance of ambition, 

hard work, and sportsmanship. Friends 

will remember his sense of humor: when 

interviewed by the British Sunday Times 

in 1972, he said that he had worked with 

many great personalities and architects 

but that "the greatest architect my 

company has ever worked with is God. " 

referring to the Lebanese Jeita Caves his 

company made accessible to the public. 

Ragheb Alama tounng campus 

This year's gala dinner at Biel 's Royal proceeds from this event were donated The committee, chaired by HE 

Pavillion featured Lebanese international to the AUB Scholarship Fund. Ambassador Khalil Makkawi, strives 

star Elissa, violin performer Jihad Aakel , The AUB Scholarship Fundraising to offer academically qualified 

and a spectacular dance show-an Committee is a group of dedicated AUB but financially needy students the 

event that was enjoyed by around graduates who raise funds to support opportunity to profit from an AUB 

500 people and raised $40,000. All AUB's financial aid program. education. 
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AUB Inaugurates Clinical Neurophysiology 

The AI -Waleed bin Talal Humanitarian 

Foundation has donated state-of-the

art digital equipment to the Clinical 

Neurophysiology Laboratories at 

AUBMC. HE Laila Solh Hamade, vice 

president, led a delegation from the 

foundation that visited AUBMC to 

inaugurate the newly installed 

equipment. Following the 

inauguration ceremony 

Hamade visited some of the 

children at the hospital. 

Women's League Aids Handicapped Students 
This year, the Women's League held 

its annual garden party at Marquand 

House, under the patronage of 

Columbian Ambassador Georgina 

Mallat. Marianne Heath, the League's 

current president, spoke about the past 

year's activities and presented a $5,000 

check to the development office for the 

Women's League Scholarship Fund for 

Handicapped Students. 

Established in 1999, the 

Women's League Scholarship Fund 

President's Club Hold First Fundraising Gala 
The AUB President's Club celebrated 

the University's 140th anniversary 

by holding a fundraising gala dinner 

on June 3 at the Green Oval. The 

$94,000 raised during the dinner will 

be allocated to student and university 

projects. According to Laila Baroody, 

the President's Club chair, the club has 

contributed over two million dollars to 

a variety of student-related projects 

since its founding . The main sponsors 

of the event were Byblos Bank and the 

Lebanese Canadian Bank. 

Following a reception, Baroody 

greeted guests and President John 

Waterbury gave a welcoming speech . 

The dinner program featured the AUB 

Choir, which performed traditional 

Arabic tunes, and a performance by 

oud player Charbel Rouhana and his 

band following the dinner. Lebanese 

Prime Minister Fuad Siniora also made 

a surprise appearance at the event. 

Founded in 1981, the President 's 

Club's mission is to support projects 

at the University that will enhance 

the quality of campus life for AUB 

students. 

HSBC Renews Scholarship Support 
For the fourth consecutive year, 

HSBC Bank Middle East has renewed 

its valued support of AUB through 

the HSBC Scholarship Fund. Chief 
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Executive Officer HSBC Bank Middle 

East Mohammed AI Yahya presented 

HSBC's annual donation of $10,000 

to AUB representatives. This year, 

HE Laila Solh Hamade and Foundation delegation visiting AUBMC 

for Handicapped Students has been 

tremendously helpful to needy and 

qualified students who suffer from physical 

disability and who want to study at AUB. 

Several disabled students were awarded 

financial assistance from this scholarship 

fund. During the academic year 2005-06, 

the recipient was Fawzi Yassin, who is 

pursuing a BA in computer science. 

Dining al fresco on the Green Oval 

Carmen Rmeily and Ali Toska were 

the recipients. Both are pursuing their 

studies in business administration. 



[ AUB News On-line ~tB 

Go on-line for more AUB news from spring and summer 2006. 

Lectures and Seminars 

American Presence in the Levant: America before Anti-Americanism 

Noam Chomsky on "The Great Soul of Power" 

Issues concerning the World 's Food Safety 

Charles El Achi and the Latest in Space Explorations 

Conferences and Symposia 

ARIJ (Arab Reporters for Investigative Journalism) Workshop on Investigative Journalism 

40th Annual Middle East Medical Assembly 

Arabic Prose: A Contemporary Phenomenon in the Arab World 

Announcements and Events 

AUB Dances, Plays Ball , and Goes West: more on the Outdoors Festival, the "Big Game," and the 33rd Folk Dance Festival. 

Jawad al Assadi Shares His Theatrical Experience with AUB Students 

November 29, 2006 
The lssam Fares Institute for 
Public Policy and International 
Affairs (IFI) and the Institute 
of Financial Economics (IFE) 
conference: "Democracy and 
Development in the Arab World." 
College Hall B1. 5:00PM. 

December 2, 2006 
Memorial Celebration of the 
Life of Professor Nicola Ziadeh. 
Assembly Hall. 

December 4, 2006 
Founders' Day Ceremonies, 
Assembly Hall. 

December 5, 2006 
CASAR Lecture: "Writing and 
Identity in Suheir Hammad's 
Born Palestinian, Born Black." 
Presented by Dr. Sirene Harb, 
AUB. West Hall , Auditorium B, 
5:00PM. 

Info: casar@aub.edu.lb 

December 14, 2006 
IFI/CASAR Lecture: "Neocons 
vs. Arabists: How International 
Rivalries in the Bush 
Administration Ruined Iraq." 
Presented by Dr. Juan Cole, 
University of Michigan. College 
Hall, Auditorium B1, 5:00 PM. 
Info : casar@aub.edu.lb 

March, 23-25 2007 
CAMES conference: "Ibn Khaldun: 
Contemporary Readings." 

Info: cames@aub.edu .lb 

May 10-13, 2007 
Middle East Medical Assembly 

(MEMA) 

June 30, 2007 
Commencement Exercises. Biel 
Center. 

June 30, 2007 
Honorary Doctorates. Assembly Hall. 

July 6-8, 2007 
Alumni Reunion 2007 

For additional details on the above events, e-mail: inforrnation@aub.edu.lb 

AUB News 
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Recently Published 

Research for Development in the Dry Arab Region: The Cactus Flower 

(IDRC, 2006) by Shadi Hamadeh, Mona Haidar, Rami Zurayk 

The Cactus Flower summarizes and reflects upon ten years of participatory action research in an isolated 

community in the dry northeast of Lebanon. The community had a story waiting to be told, a paradox: at a time 

when the global trend is one of loss of trees and vegetation, the drylands of Aarsal were flowering with orchards. 

This paradox attracted a special breed of researchers and Aarsal became a real life laboratory to test innovative 

approaches and draw lessons learned. 

The book is a tale of this refreshing journey told by El Harid, the cactus, or the very spirit of the drylands. It is 

a gentle reminder that until recently development in the Arab states had the bitter taste of Bedouin coffee and that 

true development could only result from true participation and the adoption of a comprehensive approach accommodating the complex 

interactions between human populations and their environment. The book supports the challenging position of the UNDP Drylands 

Development Centre holding that with enlightened policy and adequate support drylands can be productive. Drylands will only be able 

to catch with the rest of the world if development policy is put where it belongs-at the heart of macro-economic, social, political , and 

environmental policy. 

Contributed by Elie Kodsi, Regional Manager -Arab States, Drylands Development Centre 
SamirKhalaf 

Heart of Beirut: Reclaiming the Bourj 
(Saqi Books: 2006) by Samir Khalaf 

This timely and incisive new book recounts how Beirut 's traditional central square, the bourj, developed its pivotal 

public role over the centuries, and, more significantly, how it repeatedly absorbed local and foreign influences to 

reinvent itself as a vibrant, cosmopolitan, and fun place that also reflected collective norms and identities. The bourj 

has always had the capacity to both affirm and transcend narrow identities by creating an unfamil iar space in which 

people can explore new sensations and worldviews in the company of strangers. The most defining element of this 

public sphere, Khalaf says, is precisely "its ability to transform closed or cloistered spaces into more open ones 

and thereby to facilitate the voyaging, traversing , and crossing over." For nearly a century, Beirut's bourj epitomized 

Arab urban civility and cosmopolitanism due to its pluralistic and multicultural nature, readily evolving identity and public image, and 

as a source of popular culture. There is not much "crossing over" taking place in Arab cities these days, as communities increasingly 

retreat into their own cloistered spaces. Today, it is up to each of us to reclaim the bourj, to reclaim an Arab legacy of urban 

sensibility, coexistence, civility, and multicultural fun . 

Samir Khalaf is a professor in the Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences and director of the Center for Behavioral Research. 

Contributed by Rami G. Khouri, editor at large, The Daily Star, and Director of the lsaam Fares Institute for 

Public Policy and International Affairs. 

The Value of Humanity in Kant's Moral Theory 

(Oxford University Press: 2006) by Richard Dean 

Richard Dean , assistant professor in the Department of Philosophy, examines one of the most important aspects of 

the moral philosophy of German philosopher Immanuel Kant. 

The "humanity formulation" of Kant's Categorical Imperative, which demands that we must "treat humanity 

as an end in itself," is one of the most influential principles in moral philosophy. Dean argues that it has been 

The Value of Humanity 
in Kant 's Moral Theory 

widely misunderstood. While the principle is often taken to be something like a demand to respect people and let 

them make their own choices, Dean points out that Kant's principle also presents an ideal to be achieved, an ideal 

of moral character. Emphasizing this aspect of Kant's principle helps to make sense of Kant's texts and also renders the principle 

more applicable as an actual guide to action. Oxford University Press describes Richard Dean's work as the "most sustained and 

systematic examination of the humanity formulation to date." 
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Excerp_ts 
Despite the terrible events of the past two and a half months, 

my message is one of pride and hope. Last]une 24, in my 

introduction to the ceremony for awarding honorary doctorates, 

I said the following: 

Our honorees remind us of lasting values, human will, 

the rewards of perseverance, and, perhaps above all, the virtue 

of patience coupled with determination. They teach us how to 

keep moving when the ground is shaking beneath our feet. 

I had no idea at that time just how violently the ground 

would shake in a few short weeks; I had no idea how powerfully 

would the situation after july 12 demand our perseverance, 

patience, and determination. I did not anticipate how the crisis 

would call forth our humanity toward our colleagues and 

friends within the AUB family, but even more so toward our 

fellow citizens whose lives were turned up side down, and too 

often ended, by the events followingjuly 12. 

AUB is nearly 140 years old. Is anyone surprised that we 

rose to this occasion as we have to all others preceding it? ... 

As the crisis unfolded, as the bombing of the southern 

districts intensified and the flood of displaced persons moving 

north swelled, VP President for Administration, George Tomey, 

assembled a Crisis Response Team (CRT) which was comprised 

of most of the senior academic and non academic managers 

on campus. In organizing the CRT, George called on his long 

experience during the Lebanese civil war. It is a pity that George 

Tomey ever acquired this experience, but all of us at AUB owe 

him a great debt of gratitude for stepping up when the ground 

was shaking. 

The CRT oversaw the evacuation of foreign students 

and staff who felt obliged to leave or were instructed by their 

embassies to do so. T am sure that all those who had to leave 

did so with a heavy heart. Some may have felt relief but none 



were happy. Others , like myself, were trapped outside and 

uncertain how to return. I can assure you our frustration was 

profound. Many people throughout the University, including 

those in Human Resources, personnel, dean of students office, 

International Student Services, finance, the Registrar's Office, 

Admissions, Business Services, and in the Emergency Response 

Team played critical roles in the evacuation operation and in 

ensuring that the University was prepared for all eventualities 

throughout the entire conflict... 

As you all know Israeli air and ground assaults cleared most 

of southern Lebanon of its civilian population. When I returned 

to Lebanon in early August, I heard that Dr. Nagy Saghir of our 

Faculty of Medicine, had lost family members in Bint]beil. I sent 

him a message of concern and received the following message 

from him: "We always wish that nobody goes thru wars. Modern 

weaponry has become so destructive that I think we should all 

urgently work for the goal 'No more wars! "' .. . 



Above: Qana. 

I believe that Dr. Saghir's attitude in the face of loss is 

fully in the spirit of AUB. He seeks an end to violence, not 

revenge. As a faculty member and a physician his oath and his 

duty is to protect life, to help people build for the future. That 

is the mission of all of us at AUB. A university is a repository 

of knowledge, it is a place in which knowledge is created, but 

above all it is a factory for the future. The physicians' guiding 

command is "do no harm." That is AUB's command as well, to 

which I would add, "Do some good! " 

Today, despite the events of the summer, despite our doubts 

and fears about the near future, 7,202 students have registered 

at AUB. Nine hundred eighty four are graduate students while 

the rest are undergraduates, including 480 freshmen. Twenty 

percent of the undergraduates are non lebanese. These students 

are in our hands. They will build someone's future. I hope it will 

be lebanon's and the region's. But the important point is that we 

at AUB, and in all institutions of learning and training, are the 

force for the future . It is a lofty task, a mission more sacred than 

ever, a challenge that we, the faculty and staff, should 

accept with joy and with humility. 
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When disaster struck, AUB reached out to the community. But what 
happened on the campus itself during the 34-day war? The first hurdle 
occurred July 12, when AUB's smoothly running summer session was 
abruptly interrupted by the Israeli bombardment and subsequent closing 
of the Rafic Hariri International Airport. 

Aid count 

AUB moved efficiently 

into crisis mode to 

secure the safety of 

students, faculty, 

and staff; to keep 

the University 

as operational as 

possible; to ensure a 

continuing supply of 

fuel, electricity, water, 

and necessary supplies; 

and to organize aid 

teams and projects. By 

the weekend severely 

damaged bridges 

and highways were 

preventing many 

students, faculty, and 

staff from reaching the University. On July 16 the University 

announced the suspension of all summer school classes until 

further notice and the cancellation of the CAMES (Center for 

Arabic and Middle Eastern Studies) summer Arabic program. 
The hospital would remain open and completely functional 

throughout the war. 

On July 13, AUB revived the Crisis Response Team (CRT) , 

which had been deployed during the second Iraq war in 2003. 
The CRT'S daily morning crisis management meetings were led 

by Vice President George Tomey (later to be appointed acting 
president). Evacuation of foreign students and those with dual 

nationality was a top CRT priority. Foreign students on campus 
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included international students in regular degree programs, 

around 80 foreign students enro lled in the CAMES Arabic 

language program, and around 20 young American children of 
alumni in the Alumni Association of North America (AANA) 

summer program. Vice President of Human Resources Jim 

Radulski and Caroline Chalouhi, coordinator of International 
Student Services, organized three major evacuations, working 

closely with US Embassy personnel preparing evacuations for 
American citizens. 

On July 18 some 60-80 students, mostly CAMES students, 
were evacuated by bus to the port area and then by ship to 

Cyprus. Another group of non-western foreign students, 

including Jordanians, Syrians, and Iranians, plus a few American 

students who had missed the first student evacuation, left 

overland through Syria on July 21. Some students from Iran, 

worried about an "American" evacuation, were quickly reassured 
that all foreign students wishing to leave would be helped. The 

following day 110 faculty members, their families, and some staff 

members were taken by bus to the port, and then evacuated by 

ship to Cyprus. 

The CRT was determined to keep the University as 

operational as possible. All essential data, including student 
records, were backed up on off-campus servers in Lebanon 

and in the United States. A satellite link-up was installed to be 

available in the event of the collapse of lP servers and/or the 
loss of regular cell phone communication. Luckily, the new HlP 
(Health Insurance Plan) arrangement allowing subscribers to use 

MedNet Network Clinics located all over the country, went into 

effect on July 21. 

More than 700 essential personnel (chiefly those working 



at the hospital, power plant, and Office of Protection) and 

their families were moved onto campus or to near-by hotels. 

Families (some of whom had actually lost their homes in the 

destructive bombing of the southern suburbs) were given two 

room "apartments" in Penrose Hall; a few professors were moved 

into vacated faculty apartments on campus. The CRT kept the 

AUB community up-to-date on housing, food allowances (since 

cooking was impossible in the dorms) , and attendance policies. 

"Fuel was my biggest worry, followed by water, and 

essential supplies," said Acting President Tomey in mid-August. 

As the Israeli blockade of air, sea, and land routes into the 

country squeezed the fuel supply, the Electricite du Liban (EDL) 

began rationing, providing electricity to all hospitals for only lO 

out of 24 hours, forcing AUB to dip into its reserves and raising 

the specter of shutting down the hospital. The CRT ordered 

strict conservation of electricity and water on campus, although 

residents noted little reduction in the use of air conditioning 

and water. When just a little over a week's supply remained, 

threatening evacuation of patients from the hospital, AUB was 

able to buy some fuel on the local market. 

In late july water resources were disrupted when a line 

feeding Beirut from Damoor was hit. The University managed 

to purchase some water, and a crisis was averted, but the fuel 

supply remained a major concern. 

At the outset of the fighting, building plans and projects 

related to the Hostler Student Center, the Old Out-Patient 

Building, and Building 56 came largely to a halt. Vice President 

Samir Maamari, then director of the Facilities Planning and 

Design Unit, reported the shutdown of construction on eight 

building projects and five small renovation and infrastructure 

jobs. The new Scientific Research Building, located near the 

women's dorms on lower campus, was within one week of 

completion, when the war broke out and 

prevented the delivery of lab furniture . 

Five proto-type classrooms in the rear of 

Nicely Hall , designed to introduce the latest 

classroom technology (flexible seating, 

moveable chairs, special lighting and 

projection facilities , wireless connections) 

to students and faculty were almost ready 

for testing when the violence began. Day 

Helping refugees at AUBMC 

laborers, many from Syria, streamed out of the country. Skilled 

laborers, technical managers of the construction workers, left 

their jobs. Contractors' material shipments were returned or 

rerouted to Italy, Cyprus, and Turkey, meaning additional cost to 

the University, which will have to reimburse the contractors for 

these expenses. Landscaping in front of the hospital's emergency 

room ground to a halt. Bids and awarding of contracts also 

ended . Maamari, who is refreshingly optimistic, urges patience 

and understanding. "We have had a major hit, but we will be 

going forward with the job in the shortest and most economical 

way possible." 

Another victim of the Israeli invasion was the AUB beach, 

polluted by the massive oil spill from thejiyyeh power plant, 

hit on july 13. Black tar soiled the rocks. The AUB beach 

had already closed a few days into the war, but it remained 

closed because of a Ministry of the Environment order against 

swimming in the sea and the risk of contamination from 

possible carcinogens in the fuel oil. Azmi lmad, head of EHSRM 

(Environmental Health, Safety and Risk Management) has asked 

the ministry to include the AUB beach in their internationally 

funded $150 million clean-up program. Although he hopes that 

students will volunteer to help , he points out that "this kind of 

clean-up needs special equipment and chemicals." He hopes that 

if the beach is cleaned this winter, it will be ready to open in the 

summer of 2007. 

In a message sent to the AUB community on july 24, 

President Waterbury concluded, "As you go forward in these 

difficult days and weeks, remember the 140 years of this 

institution's history AUB has known many hard times including 

several episodes of famine and civil strife. We have always 

survived and come back stronger. This time will be no 

exception." 



In the aftermath of the July war, AUB remains focused on concentrating its resources to help 
Lebanon rebuild and recover. MainGate retraces some of the key events during July and August 
that inspired the University's outreach efforts and continue to guide the long term actions of the 
Reconstruction Task Force. 

Thursday, July 13 
I wake up to find this e-mail in my inbox: "the IDF (Israel 
Defense Forces) hit the Beirut airport this morning. You'd 
hardly notice up where we are in this lovely little village 
but the TV is full of awful news from the South and we are 
wondering how we'll get out of Beirut." How many of us 
first learned about the war from an e-mail or while sleepily 
browsing the morning newspapers over the internet while 

sipping our first cup of coffee in the morning? 
On campus, AUB forms a Crisis Response Team consisting 

of academic deans and non-academic managers, which meets 
daily to assess challenges and make decisions. 

Peter Heath, who was acting president when the war 
broke out, describes his focus for the first two weeks of the 
war: making "the transition from normality to crisis by closing 
down academic programs, making sure students and faculty 
were evacuated, making sure key personnel essential for 
running the University and especially the hospital were moved 
on campus, and making sure we were dealing effectively with 
issues like fuel, refugee help, and other issues that came up. " 

While Heath was fowsed on transilioning AUB to the new 

reality, others affiliated with the University moved quicl?ly to 
care for the growing number of people who were displaced during 

the war. Working closely with a number of other NGOs, AUB 

provided a full range of services throughout the war. Volunteers 
and doctors started mal?ing site visits to some of the mal?eshift 

centers around Beimt where many displaced people sought refuge 

on July 17, only days after the war began. 

Su11day, July 16 
AUB suspends summer classes. 

Volunteers and doctors making site visits 
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Tuesday, July 18 
Groups of international students at AUB are evacuated. In the 
weeks that follow, hundreds of AUB students , faculty members, 
and some senior administrators will leave Lebanon. 

Wednesday, July 19 
Acting President Heath urges everyone to make all possible 
efforts to conserve energy and warns , "if the situation does not 
improve, energy rationing will go into effect." 

That same day, he sends an e-mail to AUB faculty 
members inviting those interested to attend a meeting in West 
Hall at 2 pm "to discuss possibilities for organizing faculty, and 
then perhaps later, students in efforts to help refugees. " 

Thursday, July 20 
Ghassan Hamadeh, chair of the Department of Family 
Medicine, sends the first of a series of e-mails that over the 



weeks that follow will update the AUB community on the 

University's relief efforts, which are being coordinated by the 

Health and Medical Relief Group. The group concentrates 

its activities in four areas: outreach health and medical relief, 

outpatient and inpatient care , emergency care, and sorting and 

distributing medical supplies. 

Throughout the war, members of the AUB family pooled their 

knowledge, resources, and expertise to offer a wide range of 

services for the displaced population. Medical care was provided 

both at the AUB Medical Center (AUBMC) and at outreach sites 

around Beirut. AUBMC treated more than 900 casualties and 

displaced people. Although most patients were able to return 

home after treatment, 150 were hospitalized. Almost half of 

those hospitalized required St1rge1y because of damage to their 

internal organs from blasts or shrapnel. 

AUB also distlibuted almost six tons of medical supplies and 

"hygiene flits" to more than 7,000 displaced people who were 

living at schools around the University. There were two types of 

kits: for families and for centers. Family hits included a plastic 

jt1g, loofas (sponges), a bucket, a basin, a mop, a plastic bealw; 

a broom, 12 laundry pegs, a piece of rope, 5 towels, 2 dish 

sponges, 5 toothbrushes, and 2 combs. Families also received the 

following items eve1y two weells: 2 bars of soap, tissue paper, 8 

rolls of toilet paper, cleaning liquid, detergent, bleach, garbage 

bags, sanitary products for women, toothpaste, and shampoo. 

Tlte center kits included brooms, dustpans, water sweepers, 

mops, large garbage bins, toilet brushes, liquid soap dispensers, 

and fire extinguishers. In addition, AUB provided the following 

items on a monthly basis: garbage bags, detergent, cleaning 

liquid, toilet disinfectant, and liquid soap. The goal was to 

ensure that tlte centers were clean and hygienic and that families 

had the supplies they needed to tly to stay healthy w1der 

very difficult circum tances. The Lebanese Red Cross Youth 

Department at AUB was active in the distribution of the hygiene 

hits-and in organizing entertainment programs for children. 

Monday, July 24 
A number of senior AUB administrators are evacuated from 

Beirut. 

Tuesday, July 25 
In response to Trustee Emeritus and former Prime Minister 

Salim Hoss's call, some AUB employees launch a campaign to 

clean the streets of Beirut. Those interested in participating in 

the clean-up campaign were asked to report to the Main Gate 

on Bliss Street at 3:00 pm on Wednesday July 26. 

Cleaning up Bliss street 

Wednesday, July 26 
About 30 AUB professors, staff, and students and their friends 

and neighbors show up to collect some of the trash that had 

been accumulating since garbage collectors fled the country 

when the war began. 

While AUB employees were cleaning up the neighborhood, 

President Waterbury was in Washington, DC, meeting people 

011 Capitol Hill and at tlte State Department wgir1g support 

for efforts to persuade the Israelis to allow fuel deliveries 

through their sea bloclwde. Lebanon's power plants depend on 

imported fuel. Without this fuel , there would be no electricity: 

the hospitals (including AUB's l10spital) would lose theit life

support systems and the cities would be unable to pump water: 
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President Waterbwy also wod1ed to mise awareness ill the media, 

appearing on the Lan~y King Live Show one/writing articles in 

The Chronicle of Higher Education and the Washington Post. 

Friday, July 28 
The Board of Trustees, several Trustees Emeriti, and four 

members of the International Advisory Committee sign a full

page statement in The New York Times asking for support 

for AUB's "efforts to secure medical supplies and staff mobile 

clinics by making a tax-deductible charitable contribution to 

the AUB Medical Emergency Fund. " The statement goes on to 

say that the trustees "fervently hope that the current hostilities 

end as quickly as possible. " 

More than a thousand donors-including many who had never 

made gifts to AUB before-made donations to the AUB Medical 

Emcrgmcy Fund totaling more than $1 million . 

Monday, July 31 
Ghassan Hadameh sends an e-mail to the AUB community 

reporting on the work of the Health and Medical Relief Group. 

He notes, "we have registered 194 volunteers to date and have 

enlisted around 60 of them. Others will be called on to help 

when supplies and aid arrive in the next 10 days. Relief efforts 

will probably continue for a few months and we will need to 

coordinate our efforts with local and international NGOs and 

modify our contributions to society accordingly " 

Facu lty members at the Faculty of Agricultural and Food 

Sciences also organized an effort to distribute fresh produce 

Healthy Basket relief packs 
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(tomatoes, carrots, apples, watcnnclons) to displaced people in 

the area. About five tons offruits and vegetables were distributed 

during a one-month period. 

The relief effort also included dranw therapy. Jn a st01y 

"In Lebano11, a Professor Uses Theater to Help Traunwti::::ed 

Childre11," in The Chronicle of Higher Education Sharif 

Abdtmnw; lecturer in drama in the Fine Arts and Art Histo1y 

Department, e.xplained that "about 30 percent of the I? ids that 

I've becu working with in the shelters are severely traumatized. 

Some are so traumatized that the) literally am't speal1 . Others 

have trou/Jie makiug eye contact ~' ith me 01 with the other 

children ." The goal was to reach out to these children and to 

encourage them to tell their stories and express their feelings 

by participating in drama or theater activities. (For more 011 

Abdunnur's activities , sec "Creating Laughter Under the Bomhs," 

pp. 24-25.) 

Tuesday, August 8 
President Waterbury returns to campus. Although Waterbury 

was in the United States when the war broke out, he and the 

Board of Trustees were in regular-at times daily-contact with 

senior administrators in Lebanon throughout the war. 

Wednesday, August 9 
Acting President George Tomey is quoted in an article in Th e 

New York Times about the effect of the Israeli blockade on the 

country: "I have been here for 40 years and this is the worst it 

has ever been. " 

Throughout the war, AUB benefited from the wisdom , 

experience, and advice of a number of people-many of whom 

had been at AUB during the 15-year civil war. No one's wisdom 

or advice was more valued, however, than George Tomey's. 

Tomey, who had announced last spring that he was planning to 

retire on October 1, worked tirelessly with colleagues in Beirut 

and New York to keep the University running throughout 

the war. Tomey was appointed Deputy President on August 

8 , a position he will hold until "the University has returned 

to normal conditions. "(An additional interview with George 

Tomey appears in this issue.) 

Friday, August 11 
john Waterbury sends a message to the AUB community: "We 

don't know what comes next. What we do know is that AUB 

is our anchor in the storm. lts legacy is in our hands, and 

that legacy is one of fortitude , patience, and resolve. Together 



we will write another great chapter in the university's long 

history." 

Monday, August 14 
UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan calls for a cessation of 

hostilities between Israel and Hezbollah to begin at 5 am. 

Thursday,August17 
Two commercial flights (MEA and Royal Jordanian) from 

Amman, Jordan land at Beirut Airport. That same day, AUB 

announces that the summer session, which had been suspended 

when the war broke out, will resume on August 28 and 

continue for three weeks. 

Friday, August 18 
The first fuel tanker is allowed through the Israeli sea blockade 

and unloads at the Zouq power plant. 

Wednesday, August 23 
The members of the Reconstruction Task Force, chaired by 

Ghassan Hamadeh, meet with President Waterbury to look 

into how AUB might contribute to the rebuilding of Lebanon 

~ 
in a numberp f areas !ncluding reconstruction temporary :_ ~ 

! - -.:-:i 
housing, water supply in the medium term, confinuecl medical - ~\ 

support for dispfa:ced persons, trauma and distress treatmenl'f=-" 

coastal clean-up, and medical infrastructure and clinics. · 

Around 25 students of the AUB Red Cross Club 

ran special aid projects and entertainment pro

grams for children in several refugee centers. 

Monday, August 28 
Summer classes resume with 90 percent of the 3,000 summer 

students in attendance. Administrators and faculty outside of 

Lebanon begin to return. 

Although AUB has refocused its attention on educating 

students (the fall semester began on September 27th more or 

less on schedule) , it will continue to participate in Lebanon's 

rebuilding effort. As President Waterbury noted in a recent 

interview, this academic year will not be a "normal year." It 

will instead be an "abnormal year that focuses on helping 

til the country recover. " 
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Nada Al-Awar 

Creating 
44

Laughter Under the Bombs" 
Does life really imitate art? Sharif Abdunnur, lecturer in drama at AUB's Fine Arts and Art History 
Department, has found a way to use his art to help hundreds of Lebanese children learn to cope 
with the painful experience of the July 2006 war. 

Sharif Abdunnur's theater production, "Laughter Under the 

Bombs," not only brought joy to the hearts of dozens of 

children displaced by Israel's vicious war on Lebanon, but more 

importantly it also helped them deal with the trauma of losing 

their homes and sometimes even a close family member in 

the destruction and violence. Abdunnur wrote and directed 

an interactive theatrical piece performed at Beirut's Masrah AI 

Madina (The city theater) in early August. The production 

featured adult professional actors as well as children whose 

families had fled the bombing in the south to seek refuge in 

the relative safety of Ras Beirut. "It was a good opportunity to 

watch people from different communities sit together and laugh 

Children at AI-Madina Theater 
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together despite all the terrible things that were going on at the 

time," says Abdunnur. 

The play, which told the story of a local theater troupe 

putting on a performance in Beirut during the war, required 

active audience participation and included a variety of characters 

and situations. It also involved a great deal of improvisation. 

The play itself represented only part of Abdunnur's efforts to 

alleviate the suffering of some 120 children affected by the war. 

He explains that he and a number of volunteers "were trying to 

teach the children that since you only live once you have to learn 

to laugh and continue with your life and remain connected to 

other people no matter what happens around you." Abdunnur 

had used drama therapy in the past both with children in prisons 

and refugee camps and with children with physical and mental 

disabilities. 

Abdunnur's efforts kicked into high gear a few days after 

the war began on july 12, when Masrah AI Madina contacted 

him. More than 60 adults and children from the south had 

taken refuge in the theater. Working with AI ]ana, a local NGO, 

as well as with volunteers from the theater and five of his AUB 

students, Abdunnur began to meet with the refugee children on 

a daily basis. "Children have two types of reactions to traumatic 

experiences like war," he explains. "They either clam up 

completely and try to isolate themselves from others or they get 

aggressive and become violent towards themselves and others. 

The problem though is that you can't ask children directly about 

what has happened to them because this is likely to traumatize 

them even more." 



Working with children as young as three as well as 

adolescents and young adults, Abdunnur decided to concentrate 

on devising physical activities during the first five days of the 

program to get the children to calm down and to give them the 

opportunity to vent their anger, fear, and frustration. Later, and 

while improvising scenes suggested by Abdunnur, the children 

were able to explore and confront their feelings about what was 

happening to them without any danger of causing themselves 

further distress. 

Abdunnur sometimes began with an exercise in which two 

children pretended to be husband and wife. Again and again, the 

children would begin by assuming the voices and mannerisms 

of the characters they were portraying and end up in a fistfight. 

It was clear to Abdunnur that many of these children had a 

great deal of hostility to work through before they could begin 

Abdunnur working with children on stage 

to enjoy themselves through acting, so he asked them to place 

their chairs at opposite ends of the stage, some 40 meters apart, 

and to then act out their roles. No longer within reach of each 

other and forced to make themselves heard at a distance, the 

children quickly adapted and began to have a good time. For 

a number of them, however, sorrow over the loss of loved ones 

clearly dominated their hearts and minds. The experience of one 

seven-year-old boy stands out in Abdunnur's mind. Regardless 

of the scenario he was given, "he would always come up with a 

character whose mother had been buried under the rubble of a 

home that had been bombed. After a few days, once I had gained 

his trust, I sat down to talk to him about it and discovered that 

this was what had happened to his own mother." 

Abdunnur, who has worked for many years to help 

vulnerable children around the country and set up his own 

theater troupe named Masrah al Arabi in 2002, struggled with his 

own intense emotions during the war. "I was with the children 

all day and acted as parent, teacher, and therapist to them. 

The connection between us was very strong, but at the same 

time when a child who has suffered so much talks to you and 

manages to unload his own pain, you have to take it on yourself 

and try to cope with it. " Even after the bombing had stopped 

and the children were able to return to southern Lebanon with 

their families , Abdunnur continued to worry about them. "It 

was tough to say goodbye and also difficult to think that for 

these children the war had only just started," he says. Being 

in Beirut for several weeks during the fighting was almost like 

summer camp to them. They thought they would be returning to 

their villages, their homes, and their schools when in reality they 

only went back to total destruction. " 

Immediately following the ceasefire, Abdunnur 

took part in a variety of workshops organized by 

Aljana that included trainers and teachers from 

NGOs and schools from around the country as 

well as from outside Lebanon. Conducting drama 

therapy workshops five hours a day for 10 days, 

Abdunnur demonstrated the importance of drama 

as a means of communicating with children who are 

struggling to deal with difficult circumstances such 

as war or abuse. Abdunnur is currently conducting 

drama and creative arts workshops in southern 

Lebanon for trainers who will continue working 

with children where they live. He is also hoping 

to produce a play that will be performed in villages 

in the south that will deal with the very serious 

problem of the thousands of mines the Israelis planted in the 

region just before the ceasefire took effect. A number of children 

have already been killed and injured by these bombs. 

Another one of Abdunnur's projects involves working with 

children and their teachers in the south to create giant street 

puppets and to use them to promote children's rights. Aware 

that a great deal more needs to be done to ensure that vulnerable 

children, not just in the south but all over the country, are 

emotionally equipped to deal with the uncertainty and turmoil 

in their lives, Abdunnur is anxious to continue the work that 

was begun during the war. "So much is being done to deal with 

the material damage the country suffered during the bombing, 

but very few people are working with these children who have 

been badly traumatized and who already had problems to 

begin with. " 
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"I have never experienced a war like this before ... We were 

utterly overwhelmed," says Vice President George Tomey when 

describing the challenges he and the Crisis Response Team 

(CRT) faced during the war this past summer. Racing against 

time and under threat from a complete blockade, Tomey, 

who led the CRT, struggled to keep AUB from a situation that 

at times appeared more dire than anything the University 

experienced during the civil war. 

This fall , the newly appointed Deputy President 

reminisced about the 46 years during which he learned the 

nuts and bolts of running the University and said he "would 

like to be remembered for accomplishments other than being a 

'crisis handler'!" 

Although Tomey's undergraduate degree is in electrical 

engineering (BE '62) , he also learned about neurophysiology 

through a friend who was studying medicine. In 1964, he 

joined the Department of Physiology as a research assistant and 

taught courses in basic medical sciences, human morphology, 

and pharmacy. 

After earning a master's degree in biomedical engineering 

in 1967 from the University of Washington in Seattle, he joined 

AUB's Department of Physiology in 1969 and taught general 

physiology, biophysics, and neurology. "I developed the first 

biomedical electronics course at AUB that is still being taught 

as a requirement for medical students," says Tomey. 

Tomey's career as an administrator at AUB developed 

gradually. As director of Medical Engineering he used a grant 

from the Ford Foundation in the mid 1970s to provide the 

hospital with advanced equipment and to found its Medical 

Engineering Department. He also served as assistant dean 

for administration for the Faculty of Medicine for four years 

beginning in 1984, before assuming the position of vice 

president for Administration in june 1987, a position he held 

until August 2006 when his transition to retirement was put on 

hold because of the recent war. 

In retrospect, the decisions and anxieties he wrangled 

with this past summer were completely unlike his civil war 

experience. "It is true that during the civil war there was a 

shortage of supplies, but one could always get by. With this 

kind of blockade, it was hard to predict how long we could 

last. .. During the civil war, the nature of the obstacles we were 

facing was different. We faced kidnapping, sniping, short-range 
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George Tomey 

missiles. But here we were facing a disproportionately stronger 

enemy that left us bereft of all resources," he added. 

"I was terribly worried over the lives of international 

students who were being evacuated in the middle of shelling," 

says Tomey. "Their safety and lives were our responsibility. It 

broke my heart to see some of them crying after experiencing 

this trauma. My conscience did not rest until I saw them arrive 

to their homes safely," said Tomey. 

Even though he appreciates that his efforts during the 

wars have been acknowledged, Tomey also hopes his name will 

be associated with happier occasions and achievements that 

include research, teaching, and services at AUB. "I am proud of 

my contributions to AUB . . . I worked hard on modernizing the 

hospital and the University . .. I initiated projects such as the 

automation process, the power plant, the library electronic card 

catalogue, the ID center, and many more." But after nearly half 

a century here at AUB, he is finally ready to take some time for 

himself, and maybe even make up for some of the many vaca

tions he never took. "I will miss being at AUB. It has been my 

home for so long. Even my school years at International Col

lege were spent in close proximity to AUB," says Tomey. Now 

he wants to rest, spend time with his new granddaughter, 

and entrust his responsibilities to the "young blood. " 
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the Am·encan University of Beirut's Medical Emergency Fund 

"As the historically leading American university 
in the Arab world, AUB has a critical role to play 
in the rebuilding of Lebanon. The AUB hospital 
played a role no other hospital could in emergency 
medical relief. Beyond emergency relief, AUB leads 
the country in training Lebanon's future leaders 
-indeed, the future leaders of the Arab region . No 
investment is more important than an investment 
in the youth of the region . I donate to AUB because 
this constitutes an investment in the future of 

Lebanon and the future of the Arab world."' 

Suad Joseph-AUB Donor, Professor of Anthropology 
and Women and Gender Studies. Director of Middle 
East/South Asia Studies. University of Ca liforn ia, Davis 

In July 2006, the American University of Beirut along with so many 

other institutions in Lebanon faced the enormous challenge of coping 

with a devastating war that lasted 34 days. The unexpected hostilities 

left hundreds of thousands of people injured and displaced while 

the air, land, and sea blockade resulted in shortages of essential 

supplies, such as food, fuel, and medicine at both the University and 

the Medical Center-and throughout Lebanon. AUB established the 

Medical Emergency Fund and launched an appeal to raise money 

to help finance its expanded activities to care for the displaced 

population and those injured in the fighting. 

Nadim Cortas, Vice President for Medical Affairs and the 

Raja N. Khuri Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, and Dr. Ghassan 

Hamadeh, director of University Health Services, led an multi

disciplinary team of volunteer faculty, students, and staff to secure 

medical suppl ies, establish a free evening clinic, create walk-in and 

mobile clinics, provide daily medical care to 16 refugee shelters, and 

distribute close to six tons of medical supplies-the equivalent of 823 

cartons-to those in need. During the war, more than 900 patients 

were treated at the Medical Center. In addition, AUB teams provided 

care for nearly 8,000 people in shelters and neighborhood centers. 

AUB is continuing to provide medical care and outreach to dis

placed families that have remained in Beirut and is supporting other 

medical institutions that don't have the resources they need to care for 

an increased number of patients. President John Waterbury has ap

pointed a Taskforce on Reconstruction to identify key areas in which 

support from the Medical Emergency Fund can be best utilized to 

provide short and long-term healthcare solutions to people in Beirut 

and Lebanon. We will update you on these activities going forward. 

lt came as no surprise to us that the AUB community around 

the world rose to the challenge and has given generously in support 

of the University's relief operations. Alumni and friends responded 

in many ways: by making a gift to the Medical Emergency Fund, by 

organizing fundraisers, by volunteering their time on campus, and 

by sending much-needed medical supplies to the hospital. Many 

alumni explained that they were prompted to contribute because of 

their appreciation for the hospital-for the fact that it has always been 

there providing care for the people of Lebanon whenever this care is 

needed. 1t was there throughout the Lebanese Civil War and again 

this past summer. 

Dr. Hamadeh and his team 

More than $1.1 million was contributed to the Medical 

Emergency Fund in the first month. As of October 27 AUB has 

raised $1,262,072 from 1,534 donors. More than half of these 

donors are first-time supporters of AUB. AUB is deeply grateful for 

the generosity, loyalty, and support of everyone who contributed to 

the AUB Medical Emergency Fund. Some of you made particularly 

generous donations such as the Elmer and Mamdouha Bobst 

Foundation and the Edmond]. Safra Philanthropic Foundation which 

each contributed $100,000. The Sarah and William Hambrecht 

Foundation, the Lawrence C. Tucker and Mary Ann Cody Tucker 

Foundation, and an anonymous donor each made gifts of $50,000. 

The lara Lee and George Gund Ill Foundation supported AUB's efforts 

with a gift of $30,000." 

AUB is committed to playing an active role in efforts to rebuild 

Lebanon by providing for the education and medical care of its peo

ple. We are honored to help the people of Lebanon in their moment 

of crisis. With the support of our alumni and friends-of peo

ple like you-we are confident that we will be able to do so. 
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Perspectives 

A Day on the Hill 
Lynn Zovighian '07 met Congressman Frank Wolf in January when he visited Lebanon on his Middle East tour. After lecturing 
to a group of AUB students, the congressman invited Lynn to intern at his Washington, DC office during the summer. Lynn 
plans on pursuing graduate studies in International Energy and Environmental Policy in the United States after completing her 
bachelor of arts in political studies at AUB. 

The fax machine flashes . One neat paper exits. lt's an AlPAC Press 

Release: AlPAC Applauds Passage of Congressional Resolutions 

Backing Israel. Only a few days into the internship and l am 

already formally introduced to the power and eloquent lack of 

subtleness of the Israeli and jewish lobby on Capitol Hill. The 

office of Congressman Frank Wolf would be receiving faxes from 

such groups on a daily basis throughout the Hezbollah-lsraeli 

war-a constant reminder of AlPAC's omnipresence. 

The office's intern desk phone softly rings. An angry 

constituent is on the other end of the line. She shouts out curses 

and insults to the Bush administration and its continued support 

for the war in lraq. The African-American grandmother is about to 

say goodbye to her eighteen-year-old granddaughter who has just 

been called up for service outside of Baghdad. She has called her 

congressman's office to vent her anger and helplessness. 

The mailman steps into the office with the daily mail. One 

constituent is asking for help in processing the immigration 

papers of her brother. Another letter is from the White House, 

another from the State Department. The last two are sealed and 

immediately placed in the congressman's mailbox. 

These scenarios set the tone of my six-week internship on 

the famous (or infamous) Capitol Hill. The Hill , Capitol Hill's 

most popular publication, recently ranked the country's most 

powerful representatives: Congressman Wolf was rated number 

fourteen. Working for such a prominent man was certainly a 

unique way of savoring the Hill Experience. Politics is not just 

about power; it's about being in the right place at the right time; 

it's about luck. lt is also about results: a representative is judged 

every two years by the voters. Congressman Wolf has done well: 

thirteen terms is a very long time. 

The American people feel close to their government. Every 

single American citizen believes in, and is proud of, the American 

system, its checks and balances, and its ability to bring justice. 

That phone call from the grandmother was testimony to this 

reality: in times of hardship and vulnerability, the American 

people turn to their leaders (they're perceived as more than just 

politicians) for help. 

That fax was a reminder of a status quo l was already aware 

of: the US-Israeli relationship is close. The Israeli message is 
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simple: "You are against terror. We are against terror. Let us fight 

this terror together. " Their language is concrete, team-oriented, 

and politically sincere . They talk with the American government. 

Not to them and not at them. With them. Their concerns are 

therefore graciously embraced by the American government. 

On july 16, Arab-American groups organized a protest in 

front of the White House. Their message was muddled: wrapped 

in complicated language, reeking with emotion, half-cooked in 

irrelevant and loop-holed arguments, in a sauce that had gone 

bad. Some protestors even wore shirts with the words, "Yes, I'm 

Arab-American," written on the front. Standing among them, I 

almost forgot that the crowd had gathered to call for an end to 

the Israeli bombs in Lebanon. 

Which do you choose? The Bush administration, like every 

other preceding American government, chooses to listen to the 

message that yields the smallest headache. No Tylenol needed. The 

lesson of that day is so plainly-and painfully-obvious. It is a 

reality Arabs have refused to change. lt is also an example 

that does not hurt to be followed. 

The Capitol building in Washington, DC 

• 



Perspectives 

Reflections on a July War 
Hiba Ali Kri sht is a sophomore biology major from south Lebanon. She hopes to attend medical school after AUB. 

I sit at my window during the long afternoons of july and listen to 

each sounding boom not so very far away. (I am, of course, safe, 

holed up in a quiet "no-land" just beyond Beirut.) My skin is taut, 

my eyes are hollow, my ears have closed like a chrysalis protecting 

something fragile inside. I hang over the highway that leads to 

the South. It is empty. Any rogue car drifting on that precious 

road looks forlorn. I feel like every spiral of smoke rising from my 

beloved Dahiyeh, the southern suburb of Beirut , is burning my 

home. 

And it is july. 

july, to me, has always been a gloriously carefree month 

of sparkle and sun and family visits galore: long afternoons 

in a courtyard in South Lebanon, heavily laden grape vines 

overhead, shifting shadows playing lazily on the ground . It's 

such a nice, long, lazy month . It's such a summer month. 

Maybe, l reflect, Shakespeare was wrong. Maybe there's more 

in a name than he allowed. Certainly this july, then, is not the july 

of my dreams. This july is parched earth and hot sun beating down 

mercilessly on cities, on people, on burning asphalt and the roofs 

of homes, wilting every vegetable garden in South Lebanon. 

And my thoughts drift to that South. They float over 

Stir, Tyre, where I have family. Perhaps they too are sitting 

at windows, listening to the bombs not so very far away. And 

perhaps somewhere in that dreamland of a South, children sit 

huddled, reading their fates in the trembling hands that cover 

their faces. The air is so still and dry it burns their skins-but 

it does not burn the hurt that is buried beneath. Perhaps to 

the end of time, they will sit amidst ruins of an ancient town, 

already forgetful of the july they, and I, once knew. 

And almost inevitably there is the why. Why am I here, 

and why are they there, those people, those children? What is 

it that spans this Mediterranean land and somehow connects 

us , forming an invisible bridge? What is the message of such 

july moments? 

Well, I know that it's more-it has to be more than 

wizened old children with brows furrowed like wrinkled date

skin . It's more than fighter planes swooping down over their 

heads in this hell of a july War. It is a legacy found amidst 

moments of loss, despite images of brown-skinned children 

sitting hollow-eyed each on a rung of a ladder propped up 

against a pomegranate tree, watching the dust settle amidst the 

rubble of a now sky-roofed house. 

The connection that bridges us is one of shared despair. 

It is strange. I am not panic-stricken. This is no 

adrenaline fear. It is instead a dull, deep, alien feeling of 

someone far, far away, watching from the outside. And those 

children, what do they feel? Is it terror? And I speak of the 

children-those who are still children-never mind those 

our own age newly forced into the adult world by this july. I 

sit at my window, and some frantic part of the kaleidoscope 

within me turns to my peers, and I wonder. I wonder how 

many young, carefree men and women will never again be seen 

glorying so comfortably at their university, lying on the Green 

Oval, basking in the sun. I sit at my window, and I wonder 

how many dreams and fragile foundations for the future have 

been swept away by a wind gone south. 

And I sit and sit and sit at this window. I sit looking at the 

pallor cast over my own younger siblings. My heart cries out 

for the children of july. 

And I think, what is hopelessness compared to the 

enveloping insanity of rage? What is this weak, parasitic feeling 

of despair in face of the trembling force of full-blown anger? 

I find myself looking at my small hands-I decide that 

I will dig deeper into the hotness of my blood, and find that 

invincible legacy-the same legacy that rises deep-throated 

from every crater and mass-burial somewhere in the South . .. 

And I walk. 

I walk through a tattered, ragged Dahiyeh, registering 

the surgical masks covering the faces around me. I see only 

the dark determination in their eyes, and I walk slowly, 

deliberately, through the mountains of concrete-rubble-broken

furniture-tattered-books-and-broken-homes. People drift by 

in throngs and more throngs , circling rubble, stretching their 

limbs , rejoicing that they are free to walk this path. And the 

glorious road to the shining South is dotted with cars, running 

with the force of the coolest, thirst-quenching river. 

Has Lebanon ever been so great as it is this glorious day? 

The tautness in my skin will never leave me, but now it is taut 

with fierce strength and pride, as everywhere I turn the nation 

and its great, great people rise up to help each other, bursting 

through the outrageously thick heat-choked atmosphere of 

these days. A july is needed to bring forth the best that is 

buried deep in patriotism-struck bosoms. The air rings 

with the strength of their hands. 
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Perspectives 

My Jewish Frien 5 

Neither the synagogue nor the adjacent buildings that once housed members of 
Beirut's Jewish community have been restored like many other nearby structures. 

In the heart of Beirut stands an abandoned synagogue. There 

used to be one more sect in Lebanon, its members not so differ

ent from everyone else-eating, speaking, and living like other 

Arabs, but jewish by faith. Every time I walk by the windowless 

structure, I see the faces of my Jewish-American friends, and 

can't help but think of other Beiruts-not just the Beiruts of the 

past, but the Beiruts that might have been or might yet be. 

I have many jewish friends. It seems strange to be living 

in Lebanon where Jews are almost entirely absent, and where 

the public image of jews is so powerfully shaped by 

the actions of the State of Israel. The ferocity of this summer's 

bombing spurred some Lebanese to ask: Do the Israelis 

recognize us as human? At times like these, I wish my Arab 

friends could meet my jewish friends. 

The j ewish-Americans I have known are a diverse lot, but 

what distinguishes most of them is a relentless ethical impulse. 

They have been among the leaders of movements against racism. 

They have been proponents of justice for every group excluded 

and demonized, including Palestinians. Hence, it seems entirely 

appropriate that the word "mensch" entered the American vocab

ulary via jewish immigrants; to be a mensch (a good person) 

should be the ordinary human pursuit: one need not be a saint. 

Hussein lbiesh, an important public opponent of 

discrimination against Arabs in the United States , explains that 

the very images now used to demonize Arabs, were once 

used against j ews. The Arab sheikh, wielding power by 

manipulating the global petroleum market is none other than 
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September 10, 2006 Patrick McGreevy is the Director of the 
Center for Ameri can Studies and Research (CASAR) at AUB. 

Shylock himself-the proverbial]ewish cut-throat banker. 

And the crazed "terrorist" is none other than the Bolshevik, 

anarchist, street-fightingJewish revolutionary. 

At some point in the future, most people will look back 

at what is happening in the greater Middle East today, they 

will measure the tons of blood spilled into the sand, they will 

notice the tons of oil carted away, they will see the impunity 

with which the United States, Britain, and Israel have acted 

in their own interests. They will see the asymmetry of power. 

They will see that the justifications amount to a self-serving 

superiority that has always accompanied imperialism. And 

in spite of the fact that the region's leaders have exhibited 

ineptitude, and in spite of the sometimes cruel and misguided 

nature of the resistance to empire, it will judge that a vast 

crime has indeed been perpetrated. 

What stories will we tell then? That some Israelis, some 

Jewish-Americans , some other Americans, worked endlessly to 

protest, condemn, and demand an end to this violence? They 

will be true stories. But look around today: what is the central 

story? How many care or notice? Our great-grandchildren will 

be rummaging through old electronic files, video clips, and 

newsprint looking for stories of hope, of solidarity. If we were 

to notice the atrocity now, instead of waiting for the children of 

our children to notice, perhaps there could be a different story. 

Perhaps our great-grandchildren would find stories of hope and 

of solidarity. 

Can we imagine a Beirut in which the synagogue is as lov

ingly restored as the Place de !'Etoile or the old Ottoman Serail 

where Lebanon's president now resides? Is that Beirut only imagi

nable in a world 

with a different past? 

ls it utopian to imag

ine a Middle East in 

whichjewish peo

ple once again live 

among the region's 

other people? The 

alternative-a walled 

and brutal Israel

will be no place for 

honorable 

menschen. 
The abandoned synagogue stands beneath the Serail 
near the center of Beirut 



Perspectives 

From Damascus to Beirut 
August 23, 2006 I Hossein Shahid i, Assistant Professor of Communication 

Because of the closure of Beirut airport and the destruction of 
lebanon's highway system by Israeli bombardment, I returned 

to Beirut from Damascus by bus on Friday, 18 August, 2006, 

traveling along lebanon's byways. The slow journey took us 
through beautiful villages and small towns that most passengers 

would not have visited otherwise. Perhaps we need a calamity to 

remind us of what is often sacrificed in high-speed development. 

At the Syrian-Lebanese border, aid workers form various 

organizations including the UN, were stationed to help the refu

gees returning to lebanon. One group of aid workers delivered a 
supply of bread, cookies, and fruit juice cartons to our bus. The 

gift would surely have been received gratefully by the survivors 

of a famine or an earthquake. But at least on our bus, none of the 
returnees showed any interest. The supplies were stowed away 

on the bus-no doubt to reach more needy people. 

The bus ride cost little more than $4 and took less than four 

hours, while some other passengers were paying a hundred dol

lars or more for exclusive taxis, without necessarily saving any 

time. Indeed, at the lebanese immigration post, I came across 

a taxi driver who outside the Damascus bus garage had offered 

to charge me $20 for the journey-as one of four passengers 

-because, he said, "there are no buses." We greeted each other, 
shook hands, and laughed after I pointed out that there had, after 

all, been a bus. 

The Syrian and lebanese sections of the Damascus-Beirut 

road are different in landscape and displays of wealth. In Syria 

-with a population of nearly 19 million and per capita GDP of 

$3,900 - the road passes through a slowly rising, mostly barren 
land, with some billboards advertising a narrow range of goods 

and services, and some praising the Syrian leadership. At the bor

der crossing, there are also billboards declaring Syria's wishes for 

lebanon's strength and security. 

In lebanon-population nearly 4 million, per capita GDP 

$6,200-where the land grows increasingly green as the road 

descends from the mountains towards the Mediterranean, there 

is a deluge of ads for a whole variety of consumer goods, many 
of them promoted by women in suggestive poses. There are also 

posters announcing concerts by popular singers that were due to 

take place in the second half of July, early into what was to have 

been lebanon's tourist season. 

There were no billboards announcing the planned appear

ance, also in mid-July, of the greatest living Arab singer, Fairouz, 

at the magnificent Roman Acropolis in Baalbeck. A Fairouz per

formance, of course, would sell out without much promotion. 

But up to the war and in its early days, the voices that could be 

heard widely on radio in Beirut and Damascus belonged to the 
more recent Arab singers, some of whom also promote carbon

ated drinks. later on, it was Fariouz's voice that filled the air. 

Yet again, a calamity seemed to have served as a reminder of a 

treasure. 

On the bus, 

I sat next to a 

Palestinian-leba

nese family, with 

two articulate and 

inquisitive little 

girls. They were 

not allowed by 

their elders to be 

photographed, 

but they did hold 

up for photogra

phy leaflets that 

had been distrib

uted in lebanon 

warning of the 

unexploded arma

ments dropped 

during the war 

Arriving in 
Beirut- resistance poster and ads 

Beirut, on its way to the southern city of Saida, the bus passed by 

the south Beirut neighborhoods that had been attacked by Israel. 

Though we were far away from the demolished buildings that 

had been shown on television around the world, what we could 
see-including a vanished urban bridge now replaced by a string 

of lebanese flags-gave a clear picture of the destruction. 

There were also scenes showing the Lebanese people's resil

ience: a toy store back in business, and a man reading his paper 
at a sidewalk cafe, on the ground floor of a damaged building. 

And there were more billboards along the streets, some commer

cial, others political, including those displaying Iran's leaders and 

the General Secretary of the Lebanese Hezbollah, Seyed-Hassan 

Nasrallah. 

Reprinted with permission from www.iranian.com 
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CELl BRA1 INC: 

Najla Zurayk BA '37) 
A Woman for ALL Ages 

As a friend of the Zurayk family, I have had the privilege of 

knowing Najla for many years and have seen her in her role as 

wife of one of the Arab World's finest scholars and diplomats 

and as mother of four extremely talented and accomplished 

daughters. Her part in the success of her family is unquestion

able, but of equal interest is the story of Najla as an individual. 

Najla has lived through the political upheavals and wars of the 

last nine decades and has sustained the loss of her husband and 

eldest daughter, while maintaining a life of vitality, purpose, and 

interest in the world. On a recent trip to Beirut, I had a chance 

to interview her and learn more about her early life. We sat on 

her sun porch where Najla was surrounded by books, puzzles, a 

tape player, writing materials, word games , and her knitting. 

Our conversation began with her warm recollection of her 

parents and their dedication to education. "My mother was 

from Brummana and my father's family was from Biskinta, at the 

foot of Mount Sanin," Najla explained in the lively voice of a 

woman half her age. "He came to the Friends School in Brum

mana on horseback or donkey with a bundle of his clothes. She 

went to the girls' school and he went to the boys' school, and 

this is how they met. My mother also spent some of her high 
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Najla Zurayk with Najla Kurani Marston holding the guitar 

school years at the American School for Girls in Beirut. Later 

they both became teachers at the Brummana School and wrote 

love letters to each other in code - even though they were in 

the same town. You know the two schools were as far apart as 

West Hall and Bliss Hall. The community didn't know that they 

were in love or corresponding," Najla said with a big smile. 

Najla was born in 1911, the third of the four surviv-

ing children of Tanius and Mariam Cortas. She was just old 

enough to witness the terrible starvation in World War I. "I 

remember standing on the balcony of our house, which my 

parents had turned into a 'soup kitchen' for the Near East Relief 

Organization, watching people come with their utensils to get 

their rations at the lower story of our house where my mother 

was in charge. Other women were helping to cook and bake 

bread right there at our house. It was really hard and when I 

was older, my father told us stories of seeing people with bloat

ed stomachs - you know, dead from hunger. " 

"Why was there so much hunger? " I asked. "Because 

everything had to go to the Turkish army. Mt. Lebanon was 

very rocky and we didn't have a lot of crops. I remember my 

father used to walk from Brummana to a village about fifteen 



kilometers away with a muleteer to get wheat and then walk 

back. Oh, the kind of food we used to eat! I remember my 

little brother complaining about having to eat mujedera all the 

time." 

I asked Naj la if she recalled when the British and French 

arrived in Lebanon. "I must have been about nine years old 

when the British came to Brummana. They came to the Cedars 

Hotel just below my parents' house. One day, a group of us 

Najla Zurayk 

children looked over and saw an officer lying down with a stone 

for a pillow. We said 'haram' and brought him a cushion and 

said, 'please don't sleep on a stone.' He was so touched he took 

us to the canteen and gave us all kinds of things we hadn't had 

through the war." 

Naj la continued these recollections in her strong voice. 

"The English were starting to go away and then the French 

came." "Why did the British leave?" I asked. "Because they 

made an agreement with the French. Lebanon, Syria, and Pales

tine were one entity under the Ottomans-then they divided us 

up and each took a portion. I asked Najla if she had ever been 

to Palestine. "Did you get to see jerusalem?" "Oh yes, I went 

to Palestine as a Quaker to the annual meetings. My father 

used to go to the yearly meeting and he took me with him. 

Of course we went and returned by land. I went to Ramallah 

twice. That was before- in the early thirties I would say. " 

After the First World War ended Najla attended the Brum

mana School and then, in 1923, when she was twelve, her 

parents moved to Ras el Metin to work in an orphanage school 

and she went to the American School for Girls (ASG) in Beirut. 

"One of the old American teachers who had taught my mother 
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was still there, Miss Barber," Najla recalled. "I came down from 

the mountains and stayed with my sister and her husband, and 

after that I went as a boarder." 

"After I graduated from ASG in 1928, I taught for a few 

years at the Brummana School and studied French and piano, 

but I wanted more than that. I didn't want to be a society 

girl waiting for a husband. I wanted to learn more. I told my 

father I would like to go to Beirut and study. He had sent my 

younger brother to AUB and there wasn't a lot of money left, so 

I said, if I find a job, will you let me go? He said yes, why not, 

so I found a job with the YWCA with Miss Hubbard. She was 

the executive secretary and a wonderful woman. So was your 

mother-in-law who was on the board and was in charge of the 

Girl Reserves. Elsa Kerr helped me a lot. That was before she 

became the adviser to women students at AUB." [Elsa Kerr was 

the mother of former AUB President Malcolm Kerr, the author's 

late husband.] 

"My job at the Y was to work with young girls in schools, 

and I had to visit schools all over Beirut. Being from the moun

tains and having been a boarder at ASG, I didn't know the city, 

so I said, 'Miss Hubbard, how can I find my way?' She told me, 

'you must depend on yourself,' and that is how I did it. I went 

all over town for five piasters. It was safe - much safer than 

now. I could take the tram home alone, sometimes at 9:00 or 

9:30 at night. " "Where did you live?" I asked Najla. "First with 

my sister and brother-in-law and then with my parents when 

they retired and came down from the mountains to Ras Beirut." 

Najla's life in 1932 sounds much like that of a young 

woman today trying to juggle work and study with social and 

family life. She began her university studies at the Junior 

College, which was later named Beirut College for Women and 

is now Lebanese American University. She soon was elected 

student body president, a position which brought a disciplinary 

role with it. She remembers having to participate in a judicial 

committee that expelled a girl for staying out all night with 

her boyfriend, but usually the disciplinary cases were simpler. 

"When we signed out to go off campus, we usually wrote that we 

were going out with our cousins. It didn't take much to know 

that cousins meant boyfriends. So the dean would say to us, 

'Please don't stand so long on the comer with your cousins! '" 

After junior College, Najla went to AUB where she 

majored in sociology and education. "Classes were small with 

only a few girls . We had a nice lounge for women in College 

Hall with a balcony overlooking the tennis court. The library 

was on the same Ooor and we spent most of our time there or in 
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the lounge when we weren't in class. I joined several clubs, the 

Urwat al-Wuthca, an Arab association that introduced students 

to their heritage. Costi was teaching at AUB by then, and he 
was the faculty adviser. The other club I liked was the Village 

Welfare Society. We had this at Junior College too - we went to 
the villages and helped build latrines, taught health and child 

care and nutrition and tried to improve peoples' lives in the 

poorer areas . Every Thursday, my classmate Anise Najar and I 

went to a village near Chtoura to work with the women there. 

We learned so much from these experiences. At the Y, too, 

we had an undernourished children's camp. It's a shame these 

social service activities don't still exist." 

"Did you take any courses from Costi?" l asked Najla. 

"One in Arab history," she replied. "I was trying to improve 

my Arabic , so l took a class from Jibrail Jab bur. My education 

professor, Bulos Khowly, advised me to take courses in many 

different fields to broaden my horizons. I took economics with 

Bassim Ferris and sociology with Stuart Dodd. " 

It was only in my second interview with Najla that she 

revealed the fact that she had been chosen May Queen at AUB. 

"That must have been the precursor to the Miss AUB contest we 

had by the mid-fifties when I was a student at AUB," l told her. 

Najla remembers feeling overwhelmed when, in the midst of 
professors and their wives who were gathered upstairs in West 

Hall, Professor Joseph Haddad stood up and announced that 

Najla Cortas had been selected May Queen. "l was very shy in 
those days, and l went behind the platform and remained till 

everyone left." "Did Costi notice you?" I asked Naj la. "I sup-
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pose so," she said with a chuckle. 

After a long friendship, they were married in 1940, by 

which time Najla, like many women marrying today was 29 

years old with more than a decade of work experience behind 
her. "It was difficult for Costi to make the decision to marry," 

she recalled, "because he was supporting his mother and two 

sisters and a brother in Damascus." Their marriage of more 

than sixty years was one of rich family life with their four 

Left to nght: The author; daughter Huda Zurayk, Dean of Health Sciences; Najla 
Zurayk; Dean Nabil and Mrs. Cortas 

daughters, their extended family, and eventually two grand

daughters. While mainly involved in academic life at AUB and 

at one time acting president, Costi had several other posts in 

his long career, one as president of the Syrian University, which 
Najla recalls as one of the happiest periods in their lives . "The 

Syrians really like to enjoy life and have fun ." They also spent 

time in the United States when Costi was the Syrian minister 

plenipotentiary before they had an ambassador. lt seems appar
ent that theirs was a marriage of friendship , love, intellectual 

companionship, and the capacity to enjoy life together. 

Though never returning to work to earn a living, Najla 

continued her involvement with the YWCA as a volunteer, 

bringing her broad experience in teaching and social service 

to the boards of different organizations. Today, though slowed 

down by age but blessed with good eyesight, hearing, and 
a clear mind, Najla's life is remarkably full and rich as she 

continues to take an active role with family, friends , and the 

community. AUB has been a central focus of her life. There 

could be no finer representative of the class of 1937-or 

of any class. 
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From the AUB archives: 
Courage, growth, and social service played an integral part in the AUB education that President 

Bayard Dodge expected to guide the University's graduates to their roles as leaders and innovative 

thinkers. At an alumni reunion in the late 1920's one alumnus remarked: "President Dodge taught 

us this: Trust in God, and do what's right." This was his credo. He was steadfast during the difficult 

times of World War II; he and Mrs. Dodge always set a good example of being benevolent and 

helpful. Excerpts from speeches and writings during his tenure as president (1923-1948) follow: 

In his baccalaureate sermon of 1934, President Bayard Dodge asked: 

"What Causes World Progress? 

Let me ask you a question. If the world is going to continue to progress in the future, what will be the cause? What has 

caused progress in the past? Let us see. 

What made Athens the center of a moral and philosophical movement, which was largely responsible for the civilization 

of the Graeco-Roman world? An ugly little man, with an inspired idealism, a passion to serve humanity, and an indomitable 

courage. I refer to Socrates. 

What unified the Arab world and freed it from idolatry? 

A camel driver summoned to be a prophet. 

What influence introduced printing? A German refugee, who invented the printing press, in order that he might sell a 

Latin bible and pay off his debts by publishing Pope Nicholas V's letter of indulgence to the Muslims. 

What gave the world the godsend of modern nursing? Florence Nightingale. 

What freed the world from slavery? The efforts of William Wilberforce, a wealthy London politician, and Abraham 

Lincoln, reared in a log cabin of the American wilderness. 

What gave the world a knowledge of bacteria? Louis Pasteur, the son of [a} poor French leather tanner. 

In all history progress has come because of some individual man or woman. Often it has been a person of humble origin and 

limited education. But it has always been a person who has had courage and idealism. 

Ideals Must Have Exponents or Interpreters 

God's law for the world is one of growth and improvement. But social evolution and the progress of mankind as a whole 

can only take place as individual men and women cause it to take place. We can only cause the world to go forward, as we 

ourselves have ideals that stimulate us to k eep on growing in a spiritual way. " 

For Dodge, the best sign that he and AUB were succeeding was the fact that so many students chose to engage in voluntary social 

service activities. He wrote: 

"The finest influences of American life are being exemplified during vacations, by means of social service work. Members 

of the missionary organizations are encouraging young men and women to teach Sunday schools and vacation Bible schools. 

Conferences are held, which bring the men and women teachers together to fit themselves for their work. It means a great deal 

for the educated men and women to share serious ideals with the poor children of the towns and villages. It awakens the peasant 

children and enables them to understand that there is something deeper in modern culture than extravagant amusement and 

intellectual cynicism. " 
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"Naturally, the number of teachers and students was affected 

by the (Ottoman) War, though far less than might have been 

expected. In spite of immense official opposition, military 

service, financial stress and other complications too numerous 

to particularize, the College was kept going during the whole 

tense period, save for two weeks , when active work was 

stopped by the local Governor, at the breaking off of diplomatic 

relations between the United States and Turkey ... This 

temporary suspension was remembered only as a nightmare, 

though as a nightmare that might be recurrent. Fortunately, 

the dread remained only a dread. " 

"A University is an anvil upon which ideas are forged , and it 

is these ideas which influence civilization more than money 

or guns. The teaching of Aristotle in the Lyceum did more to 

change history than the armies of his pupil Alexander. The 

Golden Rule is more far reaching than the atom bomb." 

" .. . I believe that there are two essential principles we must 

follow: First, we must build and not tear down. We must 

grow and not shrink .. . AUB has had a glorious past, and there 

is no reason why it cannot have a glorious future, if only we be 

sufficiently determined to make it so ... Let us pledge ourselves 

today to make that effort, so that a century from now our 

descendents will remember that the men and women of AUB 

in the 1970s and '80s not only showed the courage to survive 

eight years of destruction and turmoil in the country, but the 

imagination and initiative to bring their university out of the 

bomb shelter, into the sunlight, and up to the mountaintops of 

excellence once again ." 

President Malcolm Kerr's investiture 

Military developments are likely to determine the immediate 

future of the institution. Its history shows that it is not 

unaccustomed to hardships and obstacles of a seemingly 

overwhelming nature. There is ground for full confidence 

that it will continue to function successfully and with 

expanding usefulness long after the clouds of war have 

disappeared. From them , as from the previous storm , may 

result a richer opportunity for service to the Near East. 

" ... Think of yourselves as the proud inheritors of several 

traditions, rather than only of one-Arab, Islamic, Christian, 

Roman , Greek, Phoenician, Canaanite, Jewish , Armenian, 

Kurdish, and, yes , even African, Indian, and, of course 

American and European. You would be doing yourselves the 

gravest injustice, in fact you would be mutilating your own 

lives, if you were to think of yourselves as mainly Christian, 

or Muslim or Druze or sectarian in some provincial small

minded chauvinist way ... A sense of citizenship and of critical 

awareness will allow you to see the whole of human history 

as common enterprise, and not as a kind of Darwinian 

race for domination and supremacy. Cultures are ... in a 

state of continuing development and dynamic change . .. As 

citizens your obligation towards your community is also a 

commitment to the existence of other communities, and that 

is what the poet William Butler Yeats called the dialogue 

of self and soul in the dialogue taking place inside us as 

vigilant seekers after truth and justice, without which there 

can be no real education , no dialogue of cultures, no real 

understanding." 

Edward W Said, AUB Commencement 

Speech, June 2000 
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_.. Dar Al Handasah gives architecture at AUBthe academic edge and technological advantage . 

> Like so many other AUB structures, the Architecture Building is 

., also benefiting from the University's Campaign for Excellence . 

.-:--::. Thanks to a $1.5 million donation from Oar AI Handasah 
"'J 

(Shair and Partners) and an equal amount to be raised by the 

University, the building will undergo a complete renovation that 

will include area landscaping and major upgrading to meet the 

demands of the latest developments in technology. 

Kamal Shair, senior partner and managing director of Dar 

AI Handasah and AUB alumnus, says it was only fitting that the 

firm's contribution go towards improving the University's facilities 

in this field . 

"With Dar AI Handasah being an engineering and 

architecture consultancy we thought we would contribute to 

something that is in the area of our activities," explains Shair, 

who has been a member of the AUB Board of Trustees for 

many years. "Since the other contributions we have made were 

in what I call the 'software' of the Faculty of Engineering and 

Architecture, we thought we would also give something for the 

faculty 's bricks and mortar." 

Dar AI Handasah has also made a $2 million donation 

towards a faculty position chair in engineering as well as a $2.5 
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million donation for an endowed research fund in the field . 

While the campaign 's original goal of raising $140 million by 

the end of 2007 has almost been reached-the University has 

raised almost $137 million in pledges and donations so far

Shair hopes the campaign will raise far more than $140 million. 

"Our first priority, of course, is to get the $140 million, 

but we want to surpass it because, from my experience both 

as a trustee and as the chairman of the campaign, the needs 

of the University are huge and pressing, " says Shair. "After 

all , the endowment of AUB should be a multiple of the annual 

expenditure of the University, and the bigger the multiple, the 

better off the University will be. AUB 's multiple right now is still 

miniscule." 

It is critical that AUB have the funds it needs so it can 

improve at the same rate as other leading universities in the 

world , continues Shair. To do this , AUB must continue to build 

a culture of philanthropy among students and their parents. 

"I think we have about 44,000 AUB alumni , some of whom 

already contribute very generously to the University, but many 

of them don't give anything at all. That is why the campaign 

has two goals. One is to raise funds and the other is to set 

up a Development Office that helps to create a culture among 

our future alumni that will encourage them to contribute to the 

University on a regular basis. " 

It is the kind of outlook that Shair, who came to AUB 

in the mid-1940s from his native Jordan and went on to the 

United States to study at the University of Michigan and at 

Yale University, where he earned a doctorate in engineering, 

continues to embrace with enthusiasm, an indication of the 

impact this University had on him as an impressionable and 

exceedingly ambitious young man. 

In a beautifully written and insightful memoir entitled 

Out of the Middle East: The Emergence of an Arab Global 

Business, published in 2006 by I.B. Tauris, Shair describes his 

first impressions of AUB as a place where all manner of men, 

regardless of their nationality, race, color, or religion, received an 



excellent education, exactly as its founder had envisioned in 1863. 

"When I arrived, the University was more than fulfilling 

[Daniel] Bliss's original ambition," writes Shair. "Indeed, I found 

the student body did consist of 'all conditions and classes of 

men' from around the Middle East and beyond. Around 40 

percent of the students came from Lebanon, with the remainder 

from a host of other countries. Many races, nationalities and 

religions were represented. This, I believe, helped to give 

AUB a uniquely tolerant atmosphere and an outward-looking 

approach." 

Shair's years of study in the United States did not 

dampen his eagerness to maintain contact with AUB, and 

upon his return to the region in 1955, he took a teaching post 

in the University's recently established School of Engineering. 

In the summer of 1956, Shair decided to act on his long-

held dream of setting up an engineering consultancy in Beirut 

that would rival any in the international arena, and he invited 

four of his colleagues from AUB to join him in realizing his 

ambition. Recruiting experts from the region and abroad and 

working on the principle that the firm would always maintain 

international standards of practice while remaining sustainable 

and independent, Dar AI Handasah went on to win lucrative 

contracts. Since then, the company has established an 

excellent reputation as a leading international engineering and 

architecture consultancy with over 5,000 employees, offices in 

Africa, Europe, the United States, and the Far East, and overall 
\ 

revenues of hundreds of millions of dollars. 

While Shair is willing to admit to a personal sense of 

achievement for creating an engineering and architectural firm 

in a region where political and therefore economic stability can 

never be taken for granted, he insists that it took a great deal 

more than just his personal vision to maintain the company's 

success for the past 50 years. 

Campaign Update 

"It was possible to achieve all this because we're located 

in Lebanon and also because of the presence of AUBin Beirut," 

he says. "These were major factors in our success. Maybe if we 

had been in a different environment, Dar AI Handasah would 

not have worked. This is an environment that invites you to 

think, to have free thought, and to be open for discussion that is 

democratic in nature. This is in addition to the quality of the AUB 

graduates we were able to recruit as well as other Lebanese 

who studied in Europe and the United States and who also did 

very well in the most challenging of environments." 

"The Lebanese have characteristics of commitment, of 

hard work, and ambition to advance. They always have a thirst 

for knowledge. There is a lot of vitality in the Lebanese culture." 

AUB urgently needs to build on the successes of the 

existing fundraising campaign and launch a second campaign 

with an even higher financial target if it is to maintain its l~ye l 

of excellence and provide the necessary opportunities for 

advancement for people in the region, says Shair. 

"The needs of people in our region are 

huge and there are enormous social 

differences. We can hope to bridge that gap 

somewhat through a more far-reaching 

scholarship program." 

"We also need to upgrade our Medical Center and achieve 

our aim of creating doctoral programs in some fields." 

There is, for example, an existing short-fall in resources for 

some of the building projects being carried out on AUB's lower 

campus that will have to be met so that they can be completed. 

But Shair was heartened by the fact that an advertisement 

placed by the University in 

The New York Times calling 

for donations to support 

AUB's relief work during 

Israel 's war on Lebanon in 

July 2006 raised some $1.3 

million. It's just a sign, he 

concludes, that whatever 

challenges the University is 

facing now will be resolved 

once all people put their 

minds to it. Co) 
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VIRTUOUS WEB WARRIORS 

"Numerique means digital in 

French, so it's all about 'digital 

kung-fu'," he explains. "And, if you 

come back to the real etymology 

and meaning of the Chinese word 

kung-fu, it's not as much about 

fighting but rather the mastery 

of an art or craft." It's about precision, strength, competence, 

perseverance, and wisdom. 

Fayad created Kung Fu Numerik to build cutting-edge 

creative web sites, web tools, software, and interactive content 
for the entertainment and cultural industries. 

Logic, passion, and an evidently unfailing gut instinct 

took Fayad from Beirut to Montreal and to the head of his own 
successful interactive media design and development company. 

After completing his bachelor's degree in computer and 

communications engineering at AUB in 1998, Fayad chose to 

pursue a master's in electrical and computer engineering at 
McGill University in Montreal. After graduation, friends, family, 

a girlfriend, and a right-side of the brain desire to be his own 

boss kept him there, despite a temping job offer in California's 
Silicon Valley. Plus, as it turned out, the dot-com bubble 

burst just months later, leaving thousands of young engineers 

instantly unemployed. So, while the tech industry was imploding 
stateside, Fayad was in Montreal getting plenty of work setting 
up portals for Quebec-based organizations, and preparing to 

launch his first company. 

In 2003, he decided he wanted to be involved in the 

creation and conception of interactive media. His goal was to 
move towards producing content for the web. So, he registered 
for a six-month intensive program at Canada's prestigious INIS 
(lnstitut National de l' lmage et duSon), which is renowned for 
its programs in cinema, television, and new media production. 
The next year, Fayad founded his first company, Le Medialab, 

which came together after Fayad and his then partner won a 

substantial contract from Quebec 's largest institution in the field 
of clinical assistance, which works with people with motor and/ 
or speech and language disorders. The pair worked a year on 
the project. 

"They wanted us to entirely redevelop their site and create 
several interactive components and technical solutions. One 

of the client's most critical requirements was the accessibility 
of the content to people with disabilities," he tells me. "Our 

solution was based on a standard called the WAI 0/Veb 

Accessibility Initiative) which is a heavy and sometimes very 

theoretical published set of guidelines that allows any online 
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content to be accessible to different devices and interfaces." 

So, whether you access the site via a computer, a handheld 

device, a screen-reader, an eye-controlled cursor, a joystick, a 

touch screen, and so on, the content-or some version of that 

content-will be available. 

Armed with expertise and hands-on experience from 

Le Medialab, Fayad soon took off on his own to found Kung 

Fu Numerik, which, in less than eight months has grown and 

accumulated an impressive portfolio and various prizes. It is, 

says Fayad, a company dedicated to two main activities. The 

first is to develop technological architectures for web platforms 

or, to put it more simply, to create cutting-edge creative web 

sites, web tools, and software and interactive content. "Our 

clients for these services are mainly advertising and design 

agencies that lack the technical know-how to develop web 

databases and highly interactive on-line experiences," he says. 

When I probe him about interactivity, Fayad uses the 

analogy of video games (Piaystation, Xbox), which are the 

closest thing to a highly interactive immersive experience. The 

big trend is to get involved with what's happening on screen, 

and not just sitting back and watching. "The taste for 'user

generated content,' like myspace.com, youtube.com, and so 

many of the biggest web success stories today, has meant a 

reliance on the public to generate the content that is shown. 

With the interactive platforms, information can be pulled from 

the public instead of just being pushed on the public." 

For example, a company like amazon.com is constantly 

profiling its customers and tracking preferences so that it can 

target its products to clients more effectively. As Fayad explains, 

"The information is filtered for you and the system is learning to 

'know you.' The content becomes tailored to your needs." 

Kung Fu Numerik is currently working on two interactive 

user-generated content projects. The first is an immersive visit 

to the great Canadian north to discover the native Inuit culture 

today. "We are recreating the environment from a massive bank 

of images and video that a team collected there last winter 

in order to almost give a sense to people of actually 

being there and interacting with the locals. The 

other project is a "portrait" of the United States 

where people can upload their digital photos 

from their computers or mobiles, to generate 

a map of America as a constantly changing 

mosaic composed of thousands of user

submitted photos. 

The second and fastest 
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growing of Kung Fu Numerik's activities is the production and 

development of concepts, on-line content, and intellectual 

property. It is here that Fayad talks excitedly about the 

Cityspeak project, which has been nominated for and won 

several international awards. Cityspeak works in much the same 

way as poetry magnets that people stick on their refrigerator 

doors, with which they compose various messages. For Fayad, 

the idea lent itself ideally to the web because it is a simple 

collaborative concept. "The added spin is that our words 

were not just words but 

city words, which could 

be captured anytime, 

anywhere, with a digital 

camera or cell phone. So 

in this sense, the public 

contributes to the content 

on multiple levels: they 

create the messages with 

the words, but they also 

build the vocabulary by 

sending their photos of 

words. This is the essence of Cityspeak," he notes. 

"So imagine you want to say 'Happy birthday Mom' in an 

original way. You would go to Cityspeak and type your sentence 

and the engine will generate the sentence in photos. You can 

choose a theme (street signs, Montreal words, Beirut words, 

famous logos, etc.) and customize the message. You can 

upload your own photo of your mom and have it replace the 

'mom' word in the sentence." Once the message is complete, 

it can bee-mailed or sent to "mom's" mobile, or posted on the 

Cityspeak "wall of poetry." 

In the end, and in addition to logic, passion, and a reliable 

gut instinct, what has helped Fayad get to where he is now 

has as much to do with creativity, something that he has in 

abundance. "I've always had a creative side, even during 

my engineering studies," he says. "I was doing music, 

design, and animation on the side. During my 

AUB years, I was working as a designer for 

a Lebanese weekly and I had a rock band. 

I also made certain choices in my course 

projects that kept me closer to multimedia 

and creation. So I have never been content 

with being a purely technical resource ... The 

possibilities are endless and we are still in the 

early exploration of what can be done." (i) 
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Speaking with Raja lliya 
In 1953, Professor Emeritus Raja llliya (BA '47) left the Trans Arabian Pipeline Company to teach 

engineering at AUB. The youngest faculty member at AUB at the time, he came with one condition: 

that he continue his work as a structural engineer so that his students would have a teacher who 

could tell them exactly how to design a building from the ground up. More than 50 years and 4,500 

students later, he's still proud to be working for his students, and AUB. 

When did you arrive at AUB? 

I've been at AUB all my life. Being a third generation AUB 

graduate, the school has always seemed like home. Even before 

I was a student, we would go and play tennis on the AUB tennis 

courts. When I think of my beginnings at AUB, I go all the way 

back to 1939 when I joined the preparatory section, now the 

English section, of IC. After graduating from IC in 1943, I started 

at AUB. 

It never occurred to me that I would teach, even though 

my family was so closely associated with the school. My family 

wanted me to be a dentist, like my father, but I knew I wanted 

to study engineering. When I started at AUB, engineering was 

part of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. There was no building 

for engineering; we had our classes in Bliss Hall. In 1947, when I 

graduated, graduation was held at the Oval and there were only 

13 engineering students. 

What was your first impression? 

The year I started as a student at AUB, Lebanon was getting its 

independence from the French and so for the first few months 

of my freshman year, AUB was on strike. What I remember from 

those first months of being on campus is rollerskating on top 

of West Hall. No classes were held until November 22, when 

Lebanon gained its independence. 

In 194 7, my BA was not sufficient to do much in Lebanon 

so I convinced my father to send me to the University of Texas 

to do a master's degree. When I returned from America, I 

worked for the Trans Arabian Pipeline Company. I worked 

there until August of 1953, when Dean Weidner, a friend of 

my uncle's, convinced me to join the Faculty of Engineering. 

II Ma1nGate Fall 2006 

He kept on my case until I joined. Everyone was running to 

Pipeline, trying to get a job, and I went in the other direction . 

quit Pipeline. And I never regretted it. 

When I joined the Faculty of Engineering, it was with the 

condition that I continue working as a structural engineer. This 

way, the students would really benefit from my experience. 

When I taught how to design a building from the ground up, 

I knew exactly what to tell my students. I had practical and 

recent experience. 

At that point, I was the youngest faculty member, almost 

27. The tradition was that the youngest faculty member was 

the secretary, and so for the next two years, I had to sit in the 

center of the room with the rest of the faculty around me. Some 

of those professors, like Rubinsky, Manassah, and Yeramian, 

were my teachers from my student days. It was not easy. 

Where did you teach most of your classes? 

I taught in the Bechtel Building that was built two years before 

I joined, in 1951. That's also when the School of Engineering 

began. And we used to teach everything, each of us taught four 

courses every semester. 

What was the biggest change you noticed while at AUB? 

The student body changed a lot. The first group of students I 

taught were really respectful of their teachers. I remember back 

when I was a student, when a faculty member would enter 

the classroom, we would stand up. Towards the end I would 

get students wearing sunglasses and a hat in my classroom. I 

would tel! them "We're in class, there is no sun." It was just a 

different time. 



Raja lliya 

What do you think your students remember about your classes? 

Wherever I go, I meet some of my students; I see them in Abu 

Dhabi , Saudi Arabia, England. They often say, "You were like a 

close brother to us." I think I acquired this from being in American 

schools all my life. Though you are a teacher, what's wrong 

with being friendly with the students? I think my students also 

remember that I would throw a joke into my lectures. I wouldn't 

keep my classes too serious. I also taught them the basics. When 

I think of an engineer, I think of someone who can build. That's 

what I was teaching them. 

Though we were close, I was strict with my students about 

time. I always respected time. I walked into my classroom at the 

exact time class was supposed to start and I would shut the door 

behind me. No one came in after me, so all my students learned 

to come on time. I never took absences, either. If a student didn't 

know how to manage their priorities at the age of 20 or if they 

thought they didn 't need my class, I wasn't going to try to change 

their minds. And most of the time, I didn't have absent students. 

Are you still in touch with many of your former students? 

(Spreads arms wide, laughing .) I work with them! This office 

belongs to five of my former students. I taught about 4,500 

AUB Reflect ions 

students from 1953 to 1992 so I can't remember them all, but I'll 

often recognize a face or a name. 

This spring, I accompanied the AUB Development Office 

to Saudi Arabia. One of the biggest contractors in Saudi Arabia 

was one of my former students and always refuses to set up 

meetings-but he gave one to me. I would tell people I had been 

granted an appointment to see this man and they would be 

astonished. I remember him well. He was a good student and 

wanted to do a master's degree at AUB. He graduated at the 

beginning of the war and I told him, "Go back to Saudi Arabia. 

Go study construction there, don't spend three years in this war 

zone. " And when I met him again, all these years later, he told 

me that he owes everything he has to that advice. 

Do you have particular memories from living in Beirut during 

the war (1974-1990)? 

No doubt, they were terrible days. But one good thing that 

came out of those years was that they forced me to study the 

computer on my own. I learned enough to develop my own 

programs for engineering that I still use today. They may not be 

new, flashy programs, but they do the job. I feel that this is an 

accomplishment, because when I first started working, we used 

the slide rule. 

During the war days, I was a Christian living in Ras Beirut. I 

remember how students used to help me and my family get bread 

and gasoline. Whenever I was short of anything, they would be 

there. And when I offered them my thanks, they would always 

thank me instead for staying and teaching throughout the war 

years. Quite a number of teachers had left and those of us still at 

the University were teaching six or seven courses a semester. 

When did you leave AUB? Have you been back? 

I'm always involved, often through fundraising with the 

Development Office. But when I talk to people and ask them 

to give money, I always tell them that I'm not doing this for the 

administration or the people at AUB, I'm doing it for AUB itself. 

Do you have something you'd like to say to your former 

students? 

Wherever I go, I meet my students, and I am always so very 

proud of what they are doing. They are respectful and successful. 

Seeing them and hearing about their work and their lives is what 

makes being a teacher so satisfying. I am very thankful to them. 

Interested in contacting Professor llliya? E-mail maingate@aub.edu.lb 
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In 1961, I left my home city ofTehran and arrived at the old Welcome to Penrose Hall 
Beirut International Airport, south of the city, for the first time in For most of us, coming to AUB was our first trip outside Iran and 
my life. I was not even eighteen. It was the beginning of my 5 our first flight anywhere. I can still recall that first Pan American 
years at the American University of Beirut and perhaps the most Airways flight as my first plane ride. We traveled together in two 
formative part of my adult life. batches and we hardly knew each other on the plane, but we 

It wasn 't easy getting there-competition was fierce to get were all Iranians and headed to AUB, and that was the bond 

in. I was one of about 30 Iranian teenagers-out of 3,000-who we had in common. Within hours of our arrival at AUB, we 

were awarded full scholarships by the United States Agency were assigned dormitory rooms at Penrose Hall (men) and Mary 
for International Development (USAID) to pursue a bachelor's Dodge Hall (women). I lived in Penrose Hall for one year, which 
degree at AUB. Among our group of 30 were honors students was basic, but comfortable. We had four bedrooms to our suite, 
and valedictorians like myself, who graduated at the top of their two showers, and two people per room. In those days, it was a 
class across high schools in Iran. requirement that students live in dorms, especially women. 

In 1961 , the ratio of men to women was about 5:1 . Out Upon arrival, we were given food vouchers to eat at Ada 
of our small group of 30, only about three or four women were Dodge Hall. The food was not home-cooking, but at least 

educated in arts and sciences and in agriculture. Of the remaining, basic Middle Eastern fare, and we were thankfully used to the 
about a dozen men selected engineering as their major. taste. Off campus, Faysal 's and Uncle Sam 's across the street 

The Beginnings of USAID 
The precursor to USAID was the Point Four Program-a program for economic aid to developing countries announced by President Truman at his 

inauguration speech on January 20, 1949. It took its name from the fourth foreign policy objective mentioned in that speech. 
On September 4, 1961 , Congress passed the Foreign Assistance Act, which reorganized the US foreign assistance programs including separating military 

and non-military aid. The act mandated the creation of an agency to administer economic assistance programs, and on November 3, 1961, President John F. 
Kennedy established the US Agency for International Development (USAID). 

The USAID Scholarship Program at AUB provided funds for all aspects of the student's education. It paid for tuition, fees, books, laboratory supplies, and for 
a monthly cash stipend of $100 (then about 300 LL) . At the end of each school year, students were given a round trip air ticket so they could visit their families. 

Today, USAID is still dedicated to making an AUB education available to students worldwide. 
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and the operation of building construction equipment such as 

from the Main Gate were popular destinations. Uncle Sam's 

was especially popular; it was after all , an icon of the campus 

and an eatery serving American hamburgers, fries , and great 

American style coffee! 

Pretty soon, we were registered AUB freshmen with books 

and supplies, ready for the academic year ... and for the AUB 

social scene, which included a new student's acquaintance party, 

a trip to the AUB Farm, and a dinner party with AUB President 

Norman Burns at Marquand House. But with all this fun , we had 

to burn the midnight oil: if we did not perform well academically, 

USAID would have terminated our scholarships, packed us up, 

and sent us back home. We were motivated to excel ... 

The Grueling Life of an Engineering Student 
In 1961 , the School of Engineering was only ten years old and 

it had its challenges. Co-ed socializing was limited to our daily 

gatherings at the cafeteria, around the post office, Saturday 

parties with Beirut College for Women (later on, Beirut University 

College, and now Lebanese American University) , or memorable 

field trips to Baalbek and the AUB Farm. Women were not 

admitted to the School of Engineering. I often believed this was 

because Dean C. Ken Weidner, who left by 1962, modeled it 

after the all male US military academies such as West Point or 

Annapolis. It certainly felt like an academy. 

Shawn Mokhtari 

But the biggest challenge by 

far was the 7:30am Saturday quiz. 

Every other Saturday, we were 

given a three

hour test on 

every course-a 

grueling ordeal! 

Each course was 

offered only once 

a year and you had to pass all your courses 

in order to advance to the next term. If 

you failed a course, you had to come back 

next year to take it over again. For a USAID 

recipient, this was the kiss of death .. . you 

would have to go home or change schools 

immediately. 

excavators, bulldozers, and road scrapers. We worked 12 hot 

hours a day surveying the area hills covered with olive groves. 

Most of us lost 15 pounds during that summer! We experienced 

community camp living by sleeping, eating, and studying in 

the same tents. Some of my fellow students even had their 

professors for roommates. For myself, the two most memorable 

and impressive faculty members were Khosrof Yeramian, 

professor of architecture (who addressed us as funny faces) and 

Jamil Ali , professor of mathematics (who called Iranian students 

descendents of Omar Khayyam). 

For us Iranian students, AUB and the USAID Scholarship 

Program provided a pivotal opportunity that shaped our 

way of thinking, our academic training and the course of 

our lives and careers. Many of us left AUB to continue our 

graduate work in the United States and eventually settled 

there. I received my degree in Civil Engineering in June 1966 

and came to the United States that same year. In 1970, I 

received a PhD in structural engineering from the University of 

Missouri. I look back on that time at AUB and I know thanks 

to that scholarship, I achieved much professional and personal 

success. Today, I am retired and live in southern California with 

my wife Suzy (she is Lebanese and was an executive secretary 

at the School of Engineering in the '60s). We have twin 

daughters, a son and three grandkids. 

During the 1960s AUB's student enrollment was a little 

over 3,000 and out of this, the total Iranian enrollment was 

about 150. The School of Engineering had about 350 students 

with about 30 Iranians. Of the 12 Iranian 

engineering students who graduated in 

1966, eight did post-graduate work in the 

United States and Canada. They mostly live 

in North America now. 

We are still in touch by e-mail, phone, 

or occasional reunions. During our last 

reunion in 2004 in southern California, 

we established the Iranian AUB Alumni 

Fund (IAAF) to provide scholarships for 

deserving AUB students. We hope to 

continue this effort for years to come and 

give back a small gift to AUB, where we 

spent some of our best years. If you are The next challenge was the 12 weeks 

of our first summer at the Surveying Camp 

at Mazboud, a village north of Sidon in the 

Chouf District , where we studied surveying 

August 1g53, engineering class of 1g55 at interested in knowing more about this fund 
Mazbud Surveying Camp. Camp Director, 
Professsor Albert Kuran, is still working at the or in supporting the IAAF, please contact me 
School of Engineering. Left to right: Michel 
Shwayri, Majed Musallam, Shahrokh Mokhtari personally by e-mail at smokhtari1 @cox.net. 
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1940s Omar Adra (BA '55) , who currently lives and works. especially the children, the 

Fuad Khabbaz (BA '45) was the editor of Outlook from elderly, and the handicapped. 

writes that he moved in April 1954-55, is living in Jeddah, 
Joan MacCracken Holmberg 

A beautiful country on the 
(year abroad '65-'66) 

to a new home in Hercules, Saudi Arabia, where he became 
After 23 years at a busy 

brink of war." Joseph may be 

California where he is living a national in '75. He has four contacted at akhras@eim.ae 
pediatric endocrinology 

with his son Naji (1978-80 children, a boy and three girls, 
practice in Bangor, Maine, Ranwa Haddad (BS '75) 

Biology/Chemistry) and and nine grandchildren. 
Holmberg began traveling was appointed chief engineer 

his family, although he does 
1960s to Nicaragua with a public for the Global Positioning 

occasionally return to Lebanon. 
Stel io Scamanga (BA '60) health group, Partners in Satellite (GPS) program at 

His daughter, Layla (1973-75 
held a personal exhibit enti- Health of Maine. She has the Aerospace Corporation 

Nursing) , lives with her family 
tied "La Montagne et le Ciel recently written and published in Los Angeles, California. 

in Sacramento, and his other 
Voisins" May 12-June 2 at the a bilingual children's picture Haddad , who emigrated to 

daughter, Rima (BS '75, MD 
Aida Cherfan Fine Art Gallery book entitled Trisba & the United States in 1977 to 

'79), lives in Atlanta with her 
in downtown Beirut. The paint- Sula-A Miskitu Folktale from pursue graduate studies at 

husband Dr. Muin Khoury. His 
ings on display reflect the long Nicaragua/Una leyenda de los UCLA, has been living in LA 

daughter Najwa (BA '84) and 
spiritual interplay between the Miskitos de Nicaragua that ever since. She is married to 

her family live in Beirut. 
symbolism and nostalgia trig- is an ecologically sensitive Ed Griffin and has a daughter 

1950s gered by the mountains and folktale about hunting (see Maryam (22) and a son Philip 

Nora LaBelle Cumpston the sky of Lebanon. Born to a MainGate Spring 2006, (1 9). She may be contacted 

(ARAMCO summer school Greek family in in Damascus, Recently Published). She may at 30930 Rue Valois Rancho, 

'53) has written to tell us Scamanga moved to Lebanon be contacted at Palos Verdes, California 

that she attended summer in 1952. In addition to practic-
joanmacc@aol.com. 90275 or by e-mail at ranwa. 

school at AUB in 1953. Vicki ing architecture, he has held 1970s 
haddad@cox.net. 

Tabsch was a classmate. Nora around 20 personal exhibitions Joseph Akhras (BE '7 4) Mohammed Abu Ayshi 

taught English and worked for in Lebanon, Europe, and the writes: "I just got back from (BS '83) has been granted a 

ARAMCO and spent 28 years United States, and partici- Sri Lanka on a humanitarian patent by the US government 

teaching in Saudi Arabia. She pated in more than 1 7 exhibits visit. They need all the help for a character recognition 

married a fellow employee and around the world. One of his they can get. The tsunami system used for automated 

they have three sons, who winning designs, a sculpture, is caused 21,000 casualties, mail processing, a project he 

are all now married, and five at the rond-point in Mategnin, and hundreds of thousands worked on at Lockheed Martin 

grandchildren. Prevessin, France where he of people are without a home, Corporation (LMC). At LMC, 

1980s 
From: Rami AI Khal (BBA '80) 

Sent: Sunday, May 7, 2006, 2:16pm 

Subject: My Nepal trip ... when you are in Nepal, you are on TOP of the world ... 

My two weeks trekking in Nepal cleansed my body, my soul, as well as my mind ... Not only the forests and the 

rivers, not only the hills and the mountains .. . Not only walking our way through a snow storm and fog and rain ... 

Not only climbing from lOOm to 4,500m altitude... But most of all, the humbleness of the mountain people, 

their generosity and amiability ... You greet everyone and everyone greets you back: Namaste is the word for 

hello ... I must have "Namasted" a thousand times... enjoy the pictures ... Rami ( More On-line It, 

Happiness Nepal 
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he worked on research and We are both AUB alumni; I Sharjah, UAE and can be reached practices hydraulic engineering 

development for the US and have a BE in computer and at ahnaf@mathyards.com as a licensed professional 

UK mail processing systems. communications engineering 
Ziad Yamak (BE '91) 

engineer. He also writes 

He currently lives in Endicott, (1989) , and Ghina has a BS 
writes that he has been 

articles for Barra, a magazine 

New York, with his wife in biology (2001) and MS in 
working with Zamil Steel 

for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 

Katherine, and two daughters, epidemiology (2003). Currently transgender (LGB1) topics 

Hannah and Deena. I am an assistant professor in 
since 1997 as a regional 

printed in Beirut in Arabic. 

the Department of Electrical 
sales manager developing the 

Bassam and other AUB alumni 
Riad Homsi (BS '86) is the 

and Computer Engineering 
business of pre-engineered 

volunteer their time with the 
chairman of Performance steel buildings in eastern 

at AUB, and Ghina is a San Francisco chapter of 
Improvement Quality at the 

research assistant with the 
Europe and the Balkans. He is 

Helem (Lebanese Protection 
Baptist Memorial Hospital 

National Collaborative Perinatal 
currently managing two offices 

for LGB1), for which Bassam 
for Women in Memphis, in Athens and Bucharest. His 

recently organized a book Neonatal Network at the AUB 
Tennessee. He was awarded e-mail is ZiadYamak@gmail. 

reading in San Francisco. Medical Center. 
the Physician Quality Award com. He can also be reached 

Former AUB professor Rabih 
for 2005 by his colleagues and 1990s by phone on his cell in Greece, Alameddine, Amy Tan, Dorothy 
staff. He may be contacted at Ahnaf Abbas' (BS '90) at 0030.6944.316246 and in Allison , and twelve other 
6025 Walnut Grove, Suite 400, design for his mathyards.com Romania at 0040-7 45-773387. famous writers read from their 
Memphis TN 38120. website made him a finalist work to a large audience that Zaher Nuwayhid (BS '92) 

Nabil Maamari (BS '87, 
in the education category 

writes, "I am graduating came to support Helem's 

MPH '05) writes "I recently 
of the Stockholm Challenge 

from the University of Miami programs. During the war in 

relocated to Dubai, where 
Award 2006. Mathyards, 

School-of Medicine with my July, Bassam organized efforts 

I am starting a new job at 
which provides an interactive 

MD degree as an AOA (Alpha in San Francisco to support 

CosmeSurge Anti-Aging 
e-learning system for 

Omega Alpha), which is the the refugee relief work efforts 

Centers as a Quality Control 
mathematics, was chosen 

highest honor a medical Helem conducted under the 

Manager. Before CosmeSurge, 
out of 536 other projects 

student can get. I am starting banner of the Sanayeh Relief 

I worked at Hazmieh 
worldwide to represent the 

my surgical residency at Center. He can be reached at 

International Medical Center 
education category. 

the University of Miami/ bassam@alum.MIT.edu. 

as a hospitalist for six years. 
Regarded as one of the 

Jackson Memorial Hospital 
most prestigious awards Aula Haddad Kalifa (BS '94, 

The CosmeSurge Center has 
for information technology 

surgical program. I would MPH '96) 
three departments: Plastic 

development, the 2006 
like to present this humble Rula writes that she is still living 

Surgery, Dermatology, and 
Stockholm Challenge held its 

achievement to His Excellency in Chicago with her husband 
a beauty institute. I earned the late Prime Minister Mark, and three year old son, annual international conference 
my medical doctor diploma 

in Stockholm, Sweden, 
Rafic Hariri, who helped me Christian. She is the director 

from St Joseph University when I was at AUB. God of the Center for International 
to celebrate information 

in 1991. It would be a great bless his soul. I live in Miami Patients at the University of 
technology programs around 

pleasure to get in touch with 
the world. More than 600 

Florida. My e-mail address is Chicago Hospitals, where she 
AUB alumni. My e-mail is nabil. 

projects were submitted from 
znuwayhid@aol.com. " has been for six years. 

maamari@cosmesurge.com." 
53 countries. The challenge Bassam Kassab (BE '93, ME Tarek Saab (BA '94) writes: "I 

Mazen A. R. Saghir (BE '89) honors organizations that are '95) winner of the Ibrahim just wanted to inform you and 

I am happy to announce my making a global difference Abd El AI prize, received his my old classmates that I have 

marriage to Ghina Mumtaz. by bringing their ideas and Strategic Management degree started my own business, an 

Ghina and I got married here successes to this international at MIT before he moved agency called "IMPRESS" for 

in Beirut on April 22, 2006. exhibit. Abbas is living in to Silicon Valley where he entertainment, modeling, and 
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talent management. It's a new Riyadh, Jeddah, and Khobar, and agricultural use. I married Zena El Khalil (BGD '99) held 
concept for Lebanon, and with Saudi Arabia; Kuwait City, Faten Barakat in 1999 and a personal exhibit of collage 
my strong links to international Kuwait; and Doha, Qatar. After we have three kids: Sarah, artwork entitled "I Love You" at 
booking agencies, I guess it joining the Riyadh branch as Nohad, and Ghadi. I received 

Espace SO, Beirut from May 
will be a special agency. It's project manager in 2004, he my MBA from ESNESCP-EAP 

4-27. The exhibit works with 
mainly for providing entertainers was promoted in January in 2004. My mailing address is 

and well-known performers for 2006 to be the Diet Center's Masterpak s.a.l. P.O.Box: 11-
images from the Lebanese Civil 

any type of event. Feel free to operation manager for the 2354, Zouk Mosbeh, Lebanon; War. El Khalil, who currently 

contact me for any additional Saudi Arabia Region, which my phone number is 961 9 lives in Beirut after having lived 

information or check my covers its eastern (Khobar and 209001." in New York, is cofounder of 

web site at www.tareksaab. Dammam), western (Jeddah, 
Tarek El Gergawi (BA '99) the art organization, Xanadu, 

com. My e-mail address is Mecca, and Madina), and 
writes: "After I graduated in which is a "bicontinental" space 

tareksaab@hotmail.com." central regions (Riyadh). His e-
1999 (business administration) for promoting young artists. 

mail is mrsam66@hotmail.com. 
Sami Oubari (BBA '95) I worked for Schlumberger 

2000+ writes: "I'm currently Beatrice Maalouf (pursued Overseas, Ernst & Young. 

studying for my master's MA studies at AUB in 1997) Now I'm an assistant manager Jomana Elaridi (BS '00) 

degree in administration and writes that she completed for overseas operations and writes that she recently gradu-

management at Concordia her master's degree in developments with Qatar ated with a PhD in chemis-

University. I graduated last diplomatic studies in 2000 at National Bank in the newly try from Monash University 

summer with a BBA from the Mediterranean Academy established Department of in Australia. She says "I'm 
AUB and came directly here for Diplomatic Studies. In International Banking. I married 

absolutely ecstatic because 
to continue my studies. I 2004 she started a three- Maha EI-Taha in January 2002. 

one of my thesis examiners is 
expect to work here a couple year PhD program in political She graduated from AUB as 

science and international well-in 2000 in business the 2005 Nobel Peace Prize 
of years, then return to work 

in Lebanon . My e-mail is relations at Palacky University, administration. We have a nice winner in chemistry, Robert 

s_oubari@yahoo.com." Olomouc, Czech Republic. She small family, Farah, who is Grubbs and the other examiner 

focused her work on GCC- three-and-a-half years old, and is one of the best chemists 
Victor Fuad Nasreddine (BS EU relations. She established Ziad who is nine months. Maha in Australia. I'm returning to 
'96, MS '98) has recently and is running the Centre is working as an HR senior 

Lebanon soon and look for-relocated from Sarnia, in for Middle Eastern Studies coordinator for Dolphin Energy 
Canada, to Pittsburgh, (CMES) at the University of in Qatar. I'd like to stay in touch 

ward to working at AUB (hope-

Pennsylvania, the headquarters Public Administrations and with the AUB community. You 
fully!)" She may be contacted 

of LANXESS Corporation International Relations in can contact me by phone at at jelaridi@hotmail.com. 

(formerly BAYER Polymers), Prague, Czech Republic . 974 59 19 149 or by e-mail at 
Karam S. Nachar (BA '03) 

as a technical leader in the Her e-mail address is tjerjawi@yahoo. com." 
Application and Business b. maaloufova@diplomacy.edu. 

writes that he has recently 

Development Division for the 
Maher R. Dalal (BBA '99) moved to the United States 

NAFTA region. He received his 
Elias Nohad EI-Chemali (CCE writes from Doha, Qatar: "I to start a PhD at Princeton 

PhD in 2003 in chemistry from 
'98) writes: "Today I work in am working for Standard 

University, in Princeton, 

McGill University. 
Zouk-Mosbeh as a deputy Chartered Bank and was 

NJ. He can be reached at 
general manager at Masterpak recently promoted to be a 

Samer Harb (BS '95, MS '97) s.a.l, an industrial firm and manager of internal audit. 
knachar@princeton. edu. 

currently works for Diet Center, member of lndevco Group, I got married eight months 

an international company that which produces different types ago." His e-mail address is 

operates in Beirut, Lebanon; of plastic films for packaging mrd04@hotmail.com. 
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MainGate meets with Elie Moussalli (BS Biology 
'69, MS '72), former Ottawa Alumni Chapter 
president, and talks about fisheries, Fairouz, 
bowling on Hamra Street, and the next phase of 
his relationship with AUB. 

Can you tell us something about when, why, and how you got 

involved with the Ottawa Alumni Chapter? 

In February 1998 I heard a radio announcement that the AUB 

Ottawa Alumni Chapter was presenting a reading of Come 

with Me from Lebanon: An American Family Odyssey, by Ann 

Kerr, the widow of former President Malcolm Kerr. I bought 

Mrs. Kerr's book and got in touch with the Ottawa Chapter. I 

really started to get involved when the chapter was preparing 

for President John Waterbury's visit to Ottawa in March 2003. 

My first assignment was as Gala Dinner DJ: I put my entire 

Fairouz collection to good use! Suddenly I realized that in 

coordinating the many details of the gala with my fellow alumni , 

I was recapturing the cherished times of my life as a student 

at AUB- debating, bantering , and socializing late into the 

night. I eventually served as chapter secretary and was elected 

president following Bassam Zarkout's term. 

What chapter activities have you most enjoyed? 

We have held a couple of major events that I am quite proud 

of: the gala dinner in 2003, and a talk last June by alumna and 

board member Dr. Rima Khalaf-Hunaidi, then the United Nation's 

Regional Director of the Bureau for Arab States. I'm also quite 

fond of our informal gatherings. We have a bowling night with 

pizza - my prior bowling experience was on Hamra Street where 

the Cinema El Hamra used to be. We also have a summer picnic, 

and an lftar during Ramadan. We've had several distinguished 

lecturers: Ottawa based Polish diplomat/archaeologist, Slawomir 

Kowalsky; Mounir Abou Debs, who founded the first modern 

theater school in Lebanon; and AUB Professor Helen Sader 

spoke about Byblos and the origin of the alphabet. I really enjoyed 

publishing the chapter's quarterly e-newsletter, which I hope will 

be continued. 

Can you tell us a little bit about yourself and your interests? 

During the first year of my master's program, a professor advised 

me to apply to the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods 

Hole, Massachusetts- a marine mecca. I ended up attending 

seminars with Wolf Vishniac who was on the staff of the first 

Viking expedition to Mars, and other great scientists. After a "rite 

of passage" cross country 

trip from Boston to La Jolla, I 

taught biology at International 

College (IC) in Beirut, then 

returned to the United 

States to UC San Diego 

(UCSD) for graduate work in 

oceanography. I moved up the 

coast and up the food chain 

Class Notes 

to the University of British Elie Moussalh 

Columbia (UBC) to focus on fisheries in 1980. I've been working 

as a scientist in fisheries since 1985, primarily with international 

organizations such as the Food Agricultural Organization of the 

UN, the UN Development Program, and the World Bank. 

It was at UBC that I met my wife, Kathleen Day, who is an 

associate professor of economics at the University of Ottawa. 

We have an eight year old daughter, Rima Elizabeth Moussalli, 

who has just entered third grade. My own family connection to 

AUB is somewhat unique. My paternal grandmother, a survivor 

of the Armenian genocide, came to Lebanon sometime before 

1920 and found employment at AUB in the library. She dusted 

and filed away books, cleaned floors, and was able to raise her 

family. As a very young boy I recall meeting her benefactor, 

Mrs. Edith Laird, who was universally known as the First Lady 

of the AUB library for her long and productive term of service 

from 1926 until 1951 . I still feel gratitude towards her for helping 

my grandmother through what must have been a terrible ordeal 

for a young widow with two small boys. 

So, you see, my loyalty to AUB is generational, and I hope 

someday my daughter will choose to carry on the tradition. Even 

though my time as president of the Ottawa Chapter has ended, I 

plan to stay connected to the University by continuing to serve on 

AANA's Board of Directors. 

Any closing thoughts on AUB and your time as Ottawa 

Chapter President? 

I am enthusiastically supportive of the initiative to consolidate the 

AUB's alumni organization into a single world-wide entity. Our cur

rent level of information technology makes it possible to facilitate 

engaging alumni globally, and will promote their much-needed sup

port of the University. We all want AUB to continue to be the pre

mier educational institution in the region , and we all owe what we 

are, at least in part, to the time we spent on that beautiful campus. 

Elie Moussalli may be reached at emoussalli@sympatico.ca 
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Welcome back 1951, 1956, 1966, 
1971, 1976, 1991, 1996 and 2001 

··one of the great strengths of this institution 
iS itS alUmni., President John Waterbury. State of the University Address 

Even the World Cup couldn't keep AUB alumni 
away from Reunion weekend on June 30, 2006! 

The Weekend 
FRIDAY 4:30 PM: For the second year running, alumni kicked 

off the reunion weekend on June 30 with receptions at each of 

their faculties, where they were greeted by the deans. FRIDAY 

6 PM: Following commemorative photos for each class at the 

Main Gate, more than 900 alumni joined President Waterbury 

for a buffet dinner on the Green Oval, festively lit with white 

paper lanterns. Loud cheers from soccer fans on Bliss Street 

were only slightly distracting. SATURDAY 9 AM: Alumni 

returned on Saturday for three tours of the campus: AUB's new 

architectural additions, the renovated archaeological museum, 

and the historic and unique flora of the campus. SATURDAY 

10 AM: Alumni regrouped at West Hall for the State of the 

University Address by President Waterbury. Before introducing 

guest speaker Abdui-Muhsen Qattan (BBA '51), Dr. Waterbury 

spoke about the seven PhD programs to be launched in 

2007 , capital projects on campus, the quality of AUB faculty 

and the University's quest for increased diversity on campus. 

SATURDAY 1 PM: Alumni met for lunch on the upper campus, 

and several reunion classes attended a luncheon to celebrate 
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their class gifts. SATURDAY 8:30 PM: The highlight of reunion 

weekend continued to be the gala dinner, which was held at 

BIEL, where 350 guests enjoyed a performance by Lebanese 

rock star Raghib Alameh. SUNDAY 10 AM: Most of the day 

was dedicated to planned group excursions around Lebanon, 

but alumni came in the late afternoon for lots of family friendly 

activities and a live music concert on the Green Oval at 8:00PM. 

2006 Class Gifts 
An extraordinary group of reunion classes participated in making 

generous class gifts this year. Setting high goals, FEA '66 

combined their support to name an area in the Ray R. Irani Oxy 

Engineering Complex; FAFS '56 worked toward naming a FAFS 

faculty lounge; and FAFS AREC '80 raised funds to endow a 

scholarship in memory of three former classmates. Class gifts are 

a great way for alumni to combine their support to the University 

in recognition for what their AUB education has done for them. 

Gifts can be designated for student scholarships, physical 

improvements, naming opportunities, or in memory of a faculty 

member, loved one, or classmate. 

MORE ON-LINE 
Read more about reunion and find a transcript of guest speaker 

Abdui-Muhsen Qattan 's (BBA '51) speech on-line in the July 

2006 News Highlights on the AUB homepage. "The education 

I left AUB with was a decisive element of the success that I 

have been fortunate to enjoy in my business career. But it was 

also one of the driving factors which encouraged me to invest 

a substantial part of the fruits of that success in educational, 

cultural, and social development in Palestine and the rest of 

the region ... I hope that you and others will follow this path."

Abdui-Muhsen Qattans (BBA '51) 



Brave Heart committee members in Jeddah 

MIDDLE EAST 
Abu Dhabi Chapter 

May 4: About 500 alumni and friends gathered to celebrate 

the Abu Dhabi Alumni's 19th Spring Ball. The theme of this 

year's event was AUB student clubs. Following a greeting 

reception at the Beach Rotana Hotel and Towers, Abu Dhabi 

Alumni President Gisele Nasser and AUB representatives 

welcomed the guests. Nasser thanked Abu Dhabi alumni and 

friends for their loyalty and continuous support, especially 

Alumni Activities 

recognizing Abu Dhabi committee members for their work 

and dedication. The Abu Dhabi Alumni Scholarship Funds 

at AUB generate around $100,000 each year to provide 

financial support for AUB students. The guest of honor, 

Minister of Culture, Tarek Mitri (BA '7 4). spoke about AUB 

and its alumni and their role in Lebanon and the region. He 

noted the importance of the development of the individual in 

the advancement of our economies and societies. After the 

speeches, alumni and friends took to the dance floor and 

danced the night away. 

AUB Alumni in Jeddah 

March 15: Around 200 women attended a fashion show 

fundraiser for the Brave Heart Fund held at the Lebanese 

Worldwide Humanitarian Relief Efforts in 2006 

NORTH AMERICA 
Canada 

The Toronto chapter donated $2,000 for the AUB Medical Emergency 

Fund. Separately the three Canadian chapters-Toronto, Ottawa, and 

Montreal-have undertaken an e-mail campaign to their constituencies 

for the AUB MEF. 

United States 

The Atlanta Chapter held two events this past August - a brunch and a 

fundraising dinner-which collected medical supplies and raised more than 

$10,000 for the AUB MEF. The Greater Washington DC Chapter collected 

supplies and medications which totaled 2.5 tons and were sent to Lebanon 

in coordination with Mercy Corps, the Hariri Foundation, and AMTEC 

International. The Baltimore Chapter raised funds for MEF, and organized 

a large shipment of medications for Beirut. The New England Chapter also 

mobilized their community for the collection of medications and supplies 

and collaborated with other local organizations on major fundraising 

events benefiting Lebanon. The Psychiatry Chapter of North America 

offered support to the St. George Hospital of Psychiatry in Beirut which 

was providing psychiatric relief efforts to Lebanese during the crisis. They 

also donated $3,000 to the AUB Medical Emergency Fund. In southern 

California, alumni and friends held a fundraising event on August 26 to 

benefit the AUB Medical Emergency Fund and raised some $1 00,000 in 

donations and medical supplies. In Dallas, Texas the community held a 

fundraising event to benefit a variety of Lebanese non-profits, which netted 

donations to AUB MEF totaling $14,000. Both the Houston and Michigan 

Chapters gathered medicine and medical supplies. 

EUROPE 
AUB alumni in the United Kingdom held two functions for the benefit 

of AUB and the relief efforts. The first was at the Lebanese restaurant 
Noura in August and was attended by around 11 0 alumni and 

friends. Around 50 alumni and friends attended the second event which 
was held at Volt in September. Both events netted $16,000. 

Alumni in Athens organized a dinner in collaboration with the LAU 
alumni in support of Lebanon and the Red Cross. 

MIDDLE EAST 
In Jeddah, alumni conducted an 
extensive campaign asking for 

donations to be made directly to the 

government, and they gathered a 
great number of goods to provide 

humanitarian relief in Lebanon . 
In August 2006, alumni in 

Jordan held a fundraising campaign 
to purchase $130,000 worth of 
medicine and medical supplies. 

Eight hundred twenty three boxes of 
medications were shipped to AUBMC. 

The alumni club joined also with the Jordan River Foundation, the 
Lebanese Embassy, and Aramex in the Save Lebanon Campaign to collect 

financial and in-kind donations for Lebanon and AUB. 
Alumni in Abu Dhabi conducted a successful fundraising campaign 

this summer which resulted in a $50,000 donation to the AUB Medical 
Emergency Fund. 
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Consulate in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The event, which raised 

around $60,000 for needy children with congenital heart 

disease, was organized by alumni Louma Moallem and HE 

Ghassan Moallem, the consul general of Lebanon. It featured 

the launching of the spring-summer 2006 collection of 

Lebanese fashion designer Rabih Kayrouz. 

Alumni Club of Jordan 

Jordan alumni at a reception for President Waterbury in Amman: (left to right) Mazen 
Dajani, John Waterbury, Flare Majali, and Maha Khatib, Chairman of River Jordan 
Foundation 

The Alumni Club of Jordan elected a new cabinet in August 

2006. The new leadership is represented by Flare Zawati 

Majali , president; Hameed Bibi , vice president ; Saed Budeiri , 

treasurer; and Haya Imam, secretary. The chapter recently 

moved into their newly purchased premises in the Abdoun 

area of Amman. 

Dubai and Northern Emirates 

May 18: The AUB Alumni Association of Dubai and Northern 

Emirates held their annual gala dinner in honor of MP Saad 

Rafic Hariri at the AI-Bustan Rotana Hotel for a full -house of 

800 AUB alumni and friends. 

In his opening speech, Dubai Chapter President Raja Trad 

noted that since its founding 140 years ago, "AUB has been a 

constant source of inspiration, tolerance, entrepreneurship and 

education for many generations of Lebanese and Arab men 

and women... The seeds of excellence that were planted many 

yeas ago continue to yield the bountiful harvest that we all enjoy 

today. " Trad recalled that "the theme of the gala 'Together We 

Build Lives' makes us remember the unique vision of a great 

leader and builder: the late PM and AUB Trustee Rafic Hariri." 

He passionately embodied the values suggested in "Together 

We Build Lives. " 
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Dubai and Northern Emirates gala dinner honoring MP Saad Hariri (third from left) 

Dr. Abdulhamid Hallab, Special Advisor to AUB President 

John Waterbury, thanked the Dubai and Northern Emirates 

alumni for their dedication and loyalty towards their alma mater. 

Hallab paid tribute to the late Trustee Hariri, a person whom 

he knew and worked with personally on the establishment of 

the Hariri Foundation scholarships-scholarships that helped 

educate 35,000 students: 5,600 of them at AUB alone. 

Before being awarded the AUB Dubai and Northern Alumni 

shield of appreciation, MP Saad Hariri took the podium as the 

guest of honor and keynote speaker. Hariri saluted the noble 

mission of AUB and its role as an educational and cultural 

oasis that has served Lebanon and the Arab world for 140 

years. He commented that AUB instills democratic values in the 

communities that it serves, and it held a special place in the 

heart of martyr Rafic Hariri. 

In addition to a raffle, this year the dinner included a very 

successful auction. All funds raised are dedicated to the Dubai 

and Northern Emirates Scholarship Funds at AUB. 

Riyadh 

On Friday September 22, members of the AUB Riyadh Alumni 

Committee visited the campus and met with President John 

Waterbury. During the meeting, they presented to President 

Waterbury and Director of Development lmad Baalbalki 

a contribution of $50,000 to be added to their Endowed 

Scholarship fund. The Riyadh alumni delegation included 

President Abdulfattah Ghali, VP Abdallah Darwish, Treasurer 

Zeina Safa Mardini, and members Hasan Hoteit and Nader 

Mardini. The gift is the largest from the Riyadh Alumni Branch 

in a single year. 



EUROPE 
United Kingdom 

In June 2006, Hisham EISolh, chairman of the AUB Alumni 

Association UK, visited the AUB campus and met with Acting 

President Nuhad Dagher. He presented a check for $10,000 

designated for the support of the AUB Alumni Association UK 

(Ltd .) Endowed Scholarship. This amount will be added to the 

capital of the endowment and the income generated will be 

used for financial aid to needy and qualified students. 

NORTH AMERICA 
Atlanta Chapter 

April 30: Despite cool weather, the Atlanta Chapter held a 

spring picnic that brought together more than 70 adults and 

children at Jones Bridge Park in Gwinnett. The children took 

Alumn i Activities 

Children of alumni at the Atlanta Chapter picnic 

hope that the new committee would continue to build upon 

the previous committee's fine tradition of working with the 

Atlanta community. 

off to a nearby playground, while the adults socialized in the Michigan Chapter 

large pavilion situated along the Chattahoochee River. Everyone April 23: Michigan AUBites gathered at Adonis, where they 

enjoyed the grilled hamburgers, hot dogs, and chicken cooked enjoyed an afternoon playing cards (tarneeb) and taweleh , 

by some of the talented male chefs in attendance. and sampling a delicious spread of tabou/eh, hommos, baba 

Leila Tarazi, outgoing Atlanta Chapter president, thanked ghanouj, chicken, and fruit. Lebanese music and a few arguileh 

everyone for coming and for their past support . She then smokers contributed to creating a chatty atmosphere, so it was 

introduced the new Atlanta Chapter board members. Nadine no surprise when the conversation turned to stories about AUB 

Chamseddine, the newly elected president of the Atlanta days-from the many different generations of AUBites who 

Chapter, welcomed everyone and expressed her intention and were in attendance. 

Alumni Elections in North America 

The leadership of the AUB Alumni Association of North America-AANA 

-and several of its chapters recently underwent elections. 

The AANA National Board of Directors elected a new Executive 

Committee: Or. Hikmat Nasr (BS '61, MS '65) was elected President, Dr. 

John Makhoul (BE '64) , Vice President, May Farah (MA '97), Secretary, 

Dr. Leila Tarazi (MA '72) Treasurer. As well , several alumni were 

elected to the Board following national elections in June: Dr. Rana 

Hajjeh (BS '84, MD '88), Dr. Fred Hayek (BS '7 4), Genane Maalouf (BBA 

'98) and Dr. Michael Mamish (BS '83). 

The Atlanta, Baltimore and Ottawa chapters recently held elections 

with the results as follow: 

Atlanta 

Nadine Chamseddine, President (BA '95) 

Mohammad Wehbi , Vice President (BS '91, MD '96) 

Yara Tumeh, Secretary (MS '04) 

Abeer Moanna, Treasurer (BS '94, MD '99) 

Chirine Atwi , Member at Large (BBA '01) 

Samia Hazim, Member at Large (BS '80) 

Khaled Soufi , Member at Large (BS '84) 

Baltimore 

Elias Ghandour, President (BS '81 , MD '85) 

Samer Najjar, Secretary (Former Student) 

Michel Kafrouni, Treasurer (BS '95, MD '99) 

Samar Debakey, Member at Large (BS '83, MD '87) 

Ali Hemade, Member at Large (BS '97) 

David Nasrallah, Member at Large (BS '76, MD '82) 

Ottawa 

Nada Tamim, President (BA '90) 

Facti Otari , Vice President (BA '93) 

Fatima Sadek, Secretary (BS '99) 

Ramez EI-Esber, Treasurer (BEN '97) 

Bashir El Saghir, Member at Large (BS '96) 

AUB extends our congratulations to all of the above alumni on 

their newly elected positions and we are certain that both as national 

and regional leaders they will serve their fellow AUBites and their Alma 

Mater well. 
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Bassem Saba Ensemble 

New England Chapter 

Arabic Music from Classical to World Fusion, June 10: AUB 

alumni and friends gathered in Boston, Massachusetts to hear 

the music of Bassam Saba, one of the premier figures in classical 

Arab music today. A world-renowned instrumentalist, conductor, 

and composer, he is equally at home in jazz and European 

classical music. Saba presented completely original compositions 

with his ensemble, which included bassist Thomas Bramerie, 

percussionist April Centrone, percussionist Matt Kilmer, and 

pianist Ramzi Moufarej. Saba himself is a multi-instrumentalist 

who plays flute, ney, oud, violin, clarinet, saz, and buzuq. His 

rich career has included performances with international stars 

such as Fairuz, Majida ai-Roumi, and Wadi ai-Safi. In the United 

States, Saba has played with a wide variety of groups- from 

Simon Shaheen's Near Eastern Music Ensemble, Yo-Yo Ma's Silk 

Road Ensemble, to a Sting concert at Jones Beach Theater. He 

also coaches and conducts the Harvard Middle Eastern Music 

Ensemble. AUB alumni gave the concert rave reviews. The 

chapter would like to thank Drs. Rima and Ghaleb Daouk for 

their generosity in making this concert such a success. If other 

chapters are interested in hosting an event with Bassam Saba, 

they may contact him at bassamtoghli@yahoo.com. 

In mid June, the chapter gathered in beautiful Arsenal Park 

in Watertown, MA for their annual picnic, where AUBites always 

find friends, volleyball, soccer, and fabulous barbeque. They'll 

remember it fondly during the cold New England winter! 

Greater Washington Chapter 

April 7: The Greater Washington Gala has two official 

objectives: first , to raise funds for the AUB Scholarship Fund, 

and second, to honor a professionally successful alumnus who 

represents the ideals and mission of AUB-and to do both 

while throwing a great party! On April 7, the chapter hosted an 
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elegant and very successful event for more than 200 guests at 

the Westwood Country Club in Vienna, Virginia. The chapter 

presented this year's honoree-the lawyer, journalist, diplomat, 

and author, Ambassador Clovis Maksoud (BA '49)-with 

a Lifetime Achievement Award. Ambassador Maksoud is 

presently professor of international relations and director of the 

Center for Global South at American University in Washington , 

DC. Chapter President, Zaynab Shatila (BA '69) welcomed 

everyone and thanked them for their strong support for AUB. 

The crowd included-a convivial group of alumni and 

friends, as well as a number of Arab and US dignitaries. Among 

those in attendance were Ambassador and Mrs. Abboud 

Greater Washington dancing the night away 

of Lebanon, Ambassador AI-Hajjri of Yemen, Ambassador 

Ghobash of the United Arab Emirates, Ambassador Hassouna 

of the Arab League, Chief PLO Representative and Mrs. Safieh, 

and the Algerian Charge d'Affaires Ms. Khiari. Other dignitaries 

included former Secretary of Defense, the Honorable and Mrs. 

William Cohen, Congressman and Mrs. Nick Rahall, former US 

Ambassador to Lebanon Vincent Battle, and the president of 

the Arab American Anti Discrimination Committee (ADC) Ms. 

Mary Rose Oaker. 

Following dinner, Abdo Sabban (BA '76) introduced the 

honoree, focusing his remarks on his tireless efforts on behalf 

of the Arab and AUB community in the United States and 

worldwide. Just before the acceptance speech, guests watched 

a moving video on the life and accomplishments of Ambassador 

Maksoud, which was produced by Mukhliss AI-Hariri. 

In his speech, Ambassador Maksoud said, "AUB was the 

anchor of his soul and that of his wife," the late Dr. Hala Salam 

Maksoud (BA '64), adding, "AUB is and continues to be an oasis 

of Arab renaissance and enlightenment. AUB made the term 

'American ' loveable and it is upon us AUBites to reintegrate 



The following letter was intended for publication in the summer issue of 

MainGate. At press time for this issue, the ITF is meeting in London to 

continue finalizing the objectives mentioned below. 

AUB Alumni Association International 
Task Force Update 
Dear AUB Alumni: 

Once again I am writing to update you on the progress that the members 

of the AUB Alumni Association (AUBAA) Implementation Task Force 

have made toward the establishment of a new single worldwide alumni 

association. You will remember that the AUB Board of Trustees voted to 

establish a worldwide alumni association at their June 2005 meeting 

because of their belief that such an association would help bring 

all alumni closer to AUB and that the services provided through this 

worldwide organization would be of benefit to all alumni. 

The ITF met again in Beirut in May 2006 to discuss progress 

toward our goal. We know that there is continued concern about the 

independence of the worldwide association and about the ability of 

the alumni chapters to function as they have over the years. The ITF 

has stated from the outset that we are committed to independence in 

partnership with AUB and that the chapters will continue to function as 

they traditionally have. We anticipate involvement from every chapter 

in the governance of the worldwide association and believe that 

representatives from every chapter will have more engagement and 

involvement with the proposed worldwide association than they have 

under the current structure. Specifically, we anticipate that the elected 

presidents of each chapter will serve on the AUBAA Alumni Council along 

with at-large members and others and that the AUBAA Board of Directors 

will be elected by the entire alumni constituency. 

When the ITF met, they discussed possible bylaws for the AUBAA, 

a protocol for electing alumni to the AUB Board of Trustees, and other 

materials that will eventually be presented to the AUB board at their fall 

meeting. ITF members have continued to meet with alumni chapters in 

North America and in other locations to gather feedback and ideas from 

you, the alumni, about the worldwide association. Rest assured that 

all alumni comments, whether from e-mails, consultation meetings, or 

individual conversations are brought to the ITF for their consideration. 

I know that I speak for all members of the ITF who are committed to 

the formation of the new association in reiterating our strong belief that a 

single worldwide association will strengthen the affiliation and association 

between alumni and the University. We continue to have a lot of work to 

do, but we have made real progress along the way. 

My thanks to those who have participated in this process and my 

best regards. 

Mohammad F. Mattar 

Chair, ITF 

ITF Committee: Chair: Mohammad F. Mattar/Dr. Rima Khalaf Hunaidi/Mr. 

Farouk Jabre/Dr. Shake Ketefian, RN FAAN/Dr. Philip S. Khoury/Mrs. Flare 

Majali/Dr. Hikmat G. Nasr/Mr. Ghassan N. Ouajian/Mrs. Najat Zarour 

Alumni Activities 

the American values that AUB trained us in, in order to re-

inject them into American policies particularly in our region." He 

continued, "Its alumni should restore the enlightened narrative of 

our discourse and are responsible to not become marginalized, 

but to get more involved with the mission of the University. " 

Personalized AUB touches made the evening truly 

memorable: tables were named for favorite AUBite 

"establishments": Faysal Restaurant, Uncle Sam, Tarazi , 

Blue Note, Malek ai-Falafel , etc. Members of the Executive 

Committee demonstrated their exceptional talents: Lina Farra 

Salman (BA '83) designed the gala invitations and programs 

while Gigi Kraytem Saghir (BA '87) created beautiful flower 

arrangements. An energetic vice president, Hadi Fakhoury 

(BA '86), deserves thanks for charming the guests into 

donating generously for the auction and raffle . AUB students 

also have reason to thank the chapter: the evening of tango 

performances, dancing, auction, and raffle raised over $25,000 

for the AUB Scholarship Fund. The Executive Committee is 

thankful for the generosity of the community that will benefit 

needy students at AUB. 

Ottawa Chapter annual picnic 

Ottawa Chapter 

Annual Picnic, June 24: More than 50 alumni, family, friends, 

and colleagues gathered at Vincent Massey Park for the 

chapter's popular annual picnic. It was a beautiful day, the 

mood was buoyant, and the location lush and welcoming. 

The new chapter president, Nada Tamim (2006-08), and 

executive committee members got started early, setting up 

two large charcoal BBQs, a kids' play area, and a relaxing 

area to catch-up with old friends and make new ones. A 

scrumptious homemade meal was served to satisfy all palettes 

and preferences-veggie and beef burgers, kafta and taouk 

skewers, fresh herb-filled salads, and desserts of sweet sesame 
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halva and watermelon, washed down with spine-stiffening 

Turkish coffee. 

The day could not be complete without commemorating 

outgoing President Elie Moussalli 's dedication and service to the 

AANA Ottawa Chapter. Hasan EI-Taher, one of the founders 

of the Ottawa Chapter and its very first president, presented 

Elie with a certificate of appreciation, a gift certificate, a card 

signed by all the attendees, and words of heartfelt thanks which 

brought on a rousing ovation. 

The picnic wrapped up at 6:30 pm, but the day didn't 

end until committee members and volunteers were treated to 

delicious Lebanese style gelato for their hard work at AIMalk 

Pastry in Ottawa. 

AUBAA Medical Chapter Honors Physiology Professor 

SuhayiJabbur 

Professor Suhayl Jabbur receives h1s award from Dean Cortas 

The Medical Chapter of the AUB Alumni Association honored physiology 

Professor Suhayl Jabbur (BA '52, MD '56) with a Gold Medal Award , 

an honor that is bestowed on a distinguished alumnus every year. 

During the ceremony, neurology Professor Dr. Samir Atweh, one of 

Jabbur's former students, described him as a passionate teacher and 

a nonconformist. He was one of the first Lebanese to earn an MD-PhD 

in the region and was the "prime initiator" of the MS/MD program in 

the School of Medicine. "Suhayl , you were the best," said Atweh, "and 

I think you deserve every ounce of the Gold Medal our Medical Alumni 

Association is bestowing on you. " 

FEA Honors Six Distinguished Alumni Awards 

May 17-18: The Faculty of Engineering and Architecture honored six of 

its alumni for exceptional careers and accomplishments in engineering 

during its fifth annual student conference. 

The awards went to Abdullah Zakhem (BE '62) for his contributions 

to the world of construction; Fawwaz Ulaby (BS '64) for outstanding 

achievements related to electromagnetics, microwaves, and remote 
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1 Your gift to AUB is now tax deductible. The status is retroactive to 1 

: January 2003. : 
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sensing technology; Suad Amiry (B Arch '77) for her pioneering effort 

in the study and protection of the architectural heritage of Palestine; 

Hani Mahmassani (attended AUB, 1973-75) for excellence in research 

in the field of transportation; Habib Najm (BE '83) for outstanding 

scholarly contributions to research in combustion, stochastic methods 

for uncertainty quantification in electrochemical microfluid systems and 

biotechnology devices; and Ali Khayrallah (BE '84) for distinguished 

contributions to the development of cellular and wireless communication 

systems. 

Nadim Dimichkie receives President's Medal for 

Outstanding Voluntary Service 

Nadim Dimichkie (BA '40, MA '55) has received the President's Medal 

for Outstanding Voluntary Service , which is awarded to someone who has 

provided exceptional support to the University as a member of an AUB 

alumni or volunteer group. In addition to his many years of distinguished 

service as an alumnus (he was president of the AUB Alumni Association 

from 1995 to 1998), Dimichkie has also had a very successful career as 

a diplomat. He has received several national honors including National 

Order of Cedar, Commander and Chevalier ranks. 

Rabi F. Sulayman receives Honorary Degree from Lewis 

University 

Rabi F. Sulayman (BS, '64, MD '68), chair of Pediatrics at Advocate Christ 

Medical Center in Oak Lawn, Illinois and founder of Hope Children 's 

Hospital , received an honorary degree from Lewis University on May 13. 

A specialist in pediatric critical care medicine and pediatric cardiology, 

Sulayman has served as chair of pediatrics at Advocate Christ Medical 

Center since 1986. Dr. Sulayman and his fami ly live in Chicago, Il linois. 



Call Me Del: Dogged in the Pursuit of Excellence: An Autobiography 

(Trafford : 2005) AdelA. Yunis (BA '50 , MD '54) 

This autobiographical account of Yunis's life story from his humble beginning in the little village of 

Rabeh, Akkar to his momentous years at AUB and his journey to the United States, tells a story 

of hard work, perseverance, hope, frustration , emotional ups and downs, and-most of all

discipline. "It is most inspiring and a must read for all students and graduates," said one reader. 

Once you start reading nothing will stop you except getting to the last word "Del." My advice: read 

it... twice. Charles H. Khouri, M.D. Miami Chapter 

Walad ka Sair ai-Awlad {A Child Like Any Other Child) 

(Dar An-Nahar: 2006) by Nada Barakat Khawaja 

In a novel based on a true story, Nada Barakat Khawaja relates her experience of raising a 

mentally and physically challenged child. Khawaja hopes to educate societies that condemn a 

"different" ch ild and his parents . Nada Barakat Khawaja received a Diploma in Special Education in 

1998. 

How I Achieved My Dream 

(Victory Books: 2005) by Karim W. Nasser (BSCE '49) with May M. Nasser (MA '00) 

This is an inspiring autobiographical account of a life begun in the small mountain town of Shweir, 

of humble beginnings, and of hope and dedication that persist through the Depression and second 

world war. A young Karim Nasser triumphs over adversity to become a visionary professor, and a 

successful engineer, researcher, inventor, entrepreneur and philanthropist. His story reflects on the 

fundamental importance of individual freedom. 

1 01 Selected Poems 

(Vantage Press , Inc.: 2006) by Jawdat R. Haydar 

Haydar, who studied at AUB briefly in the 1920s, is a Lebanese centenarian who was instrumental 

in fostering poetry in Lebanon after the civi l war years. This collection shows the wide range 

of Haydar 's work from the deeply personal, to the socially conscious, and includes poignant 

observations of the natural world . 

jlOl SELECTED POE1'1S 
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In Memoriam 

Ruhi Kahlil Hindawi (MD '52) passed away on March 20. 

Hindawi, who specialized in cardiothoracic and vascular surgery, 

worked in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. He was a member of 

the Delaware Valley Vascular Society, the Eastern Valley Vascular 

Society, the New Jersey Society of Thoracic Surgeons, and the 

Society of Thoracic Surgeons. 

In addition to participating in these organizations, he enjoyed 

discussing and analyzing cases with aspiring physicians. His 

greatest professional pleasure was mentoring residents and 

participating in educational seminars. He found it both a privilege 

and an honor to enrich the minds of future physicians. 

In his memory, his family has 

established the Ruhi K. Hindawi 

Scholarship Fund that will provide 

need-based financial assistance for 

academically outstanding medical 

students at AUB. This will perpetuate 

his commitment to educating doctors 

for generations to come. 

Rosemarie Said Zahlan, historian and authority on the United 

Arab Emirates, died May 10 in London. Like her brother, the literary 

critic Edward Said, who died in 2003, she was a patron of Palestin

ian causes, especially the Gaza Library Project. She was a visit-

ing lecturer at AUB in the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture 

(summers 1965 and 1966) and a research associate in the History 

Department in 1969-70. In 1978, she published The Origins of the 

United Arab Emirates: A Political and Social History of the Tmcial 

States, which The Economist described as "a detailed and some

times astonishing picture of how British power was exercised and 

of the personalities involved." She also published The Making of the 

Modem Gulf States in 1989, as well as a history of Qatar. 

Hovhaness Tilkian, born February 11 , 1904, died peacefully at 

his home in Beirut on April 28. For over thirty years, Tilkian was 

a dedicated anatomy laboratory technician-instructor at AUB's 

Faculty of Medicine who went out of his way to assist medical 

students. He retired in 1973. His friends fondly remember how 

he would entertain and delight his guests by playing well-known 

tunes on the flute. 

He received his elementary education at the Birds' Nest 

in Jubeil. He was decorated by the Lebanese Republic in 

1960 and served on the executive board of two Armenian high 

schools. He is survived by his wife Emily, his son Hrag-John, 

and his grandchildren. 
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William F. Rice, former AUB 

comptroller and vice president, 

passed away June 3 at the age of 

85. One of twelve children, he was 

an avid photographer, a "sometime 

athlete," and World War II veteran . 

Before joining AUB, Rice was 

an office manager at Lyon Metal 

Products in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and proudly served in the 

US Army in the European Theater, 1942-46. He subsequently 

taught courses in business administration and economics 

at Muskingum College, in Ohio, and at Allegheny College, in 

Pennsylvania. He began his 39-year career at AUB in 1957 as 

an assistant comptroller, and eventually assumed the positions 

of comptroller, associate director and director of the New York 

Office, and finally vice president. Upon his retirement in 1996, 

one colleague wrote that he "represented to many of us the 

auger, the fulcrum, and ideal dedication to the University"; 

others called him "an ever present source of wisdom, and a 

model of modesty." Colleagues, friends, and family remember 

him for his vision , dedication, leadership, and kindness. 

Rice is survived by his son Kenneth; three brothers, John, 

Jim, and Tom; four sisters, Jane, Velna, Dot, and Lois; three 

grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren. 

Wadi lssa Sawabini (DDS '40) was 

born in Jaffa, Palestine in 1917. He 

was one of the last to graduate from 

AUB's School of Dentistry, which 

closed in 1941 . He subsequently pur

sued his training in the United States, 

and during 37 years of private prac

tice in Burlington, Vermont, Sawabini 

taught and served as the director of 

the University of Vermont School of Dental Hygiene (1953-72) . He 

also taught and was chief of dental staff at the Mary Fletcher Hos

pital (1958-68) . He is survived by his wife Abbe, and children Wadi 

Jr., Frederick, Stuart, and Julia. 

"I attribute my life's happiness to my alma matter, 

the AUB... It gave me the technical expertise 

and love to seek knowledge, international 

understanding, and service to fellowman without 

regard to color, nationality, or religion." 

-Wadi /ssa Sawabini {1917-2006) 
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Najla Cortas Zurayk with her friends Zalpha Thabet Chamoun, on her right, and Dorothy Manasah, 
on her left, taking a stroll in Broumana during a summer vacation in the late 1920's 

• • university archives. 


